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CITY EDITION

No attempt to increase
the
force still at work was reported
by the night duty men in the local
shops.
Supplies for the guards quartered within the stockade have been
taken in at intervals, and the pickets
offer no objection.'
At Oakland, where
men
were smuggled in night before last,
quiet "also prevailed.
Trains were
moving everywhere on schedule.
A meeting of the switchmen of THOUGH NO OFFICIAL NEWS
SWITCHMAN KILLED BY STRIKE
A3
Oakland has been called for tonight
BREAKER
IN
RAILROAD
BEEN GIVEN IT IS BELIEVED
when the question of a sympathetic
YARDS NEAR CAIRO, ILL.
SHOTS HAVE BEEN FIRED
strike' will oe considered. It is reported that a proposal has been sent
N
MEN ATTACKED to the railroad by the strikers of the! TURKISH
VESSEL CAPTURED
j region, onenng to discountenance all violence by the union pickets
IMPORTED CHICAGO POLICEMEN or their friends, provided the com ITALY IS
ACCUSED OF HAVING
WILL PRESERVE ORDER IN
pany agrees not to employ "gun
BEGUN HOSTILITIES BEFORE
men." An answer to this proposal,
CHEYENNE
DECLARING WAR
it was said, was expected today.
Jines.
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Frost Will Get The
PlanU Some of
These Nights

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESS LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

present and future,
the west, he said, might fret
under a system that seemed slow.
in the end it would prove the best
"We may kick against the situation
A
as It is out you are panoisupuers
'out out here in the west and phlld- sophers know that kicking against the
brakes does not help you. It does not
do to abuse everybody; that does not
help a bit. Certain of us can stand
MAN WHO DELAYED STATEHOOD
it and have got to the point where WORK OF CLEARING AWAY
PRESIDENT
DISAGREES
WITH
it is a normal condition."
FOR NEW MEXICO ALSO DEAND RESCUING BODIES
PASSED
' RESOLUTIONS
BY
This sally, apparently directed at
LAYS CONVENTION.
STILL CONTINUES.
PUBLIC LAND CONVENTION
himself, appealed to the audience and
laughter quickly spread through the
FROM
hall.
TOOTHACHE
KNOWN DEAD
NUMBER 32 SUFFERS
THE WEST
CAPITAL
that he
The president explained
a federal
does not desire, through
ACCORDING
TO HASTY TOWN ACCORDINGLY H. B. FERGUSSON
EXECUTIVE
BELIEVES IT CAN-NO- leasing system of public lands, to fill
OF ALBUQUERQUE iS CHOSEN
FIFTY-FOUPEOPLE
CENSUS
the treasury w'.ch funds that shall He
GET ITWITHOUT LEASTEMPORARY CHAIRMAN,
. ARE
there unused, but pointed out that
STILL MISSING.
ING GOVERNMENT DOMAIN
L
filling the treasury would aid the
west lu getting appropriations la the
NO BODIES
INCINERATED LOOKS MIGHTY LIKE M'DONALD
future.
LARGE CROWDS GREET HIM
"I'm president of the whole coun
try," he said, "and what I am trying STATE HEALTH COMMISSIONER CHAIRMAN OF, STATE COMMIT
DELEGATIONS
FROM ALL COLO-RAD- to do is to get you together. It is not
TEE WILL RECEIVE NOMINAWILL NOT SET FIRE TO RUINS
FLOCK
TO CAPITAL
anything but getting on that counts.
TION FOR GOVERNOR.
TIME.
FOR
SOME
It's real development that counts.
CITY TO MEET PRESIDENT
Your proposition is that the leasing
7
system wont bring capital to the west
Austin, Pa., Oct. 3. Relief work Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 3. A tooth
Denver, Oct. 3. In a speech to the and my proposition is that it will. of the night and early morning re ache this forenoon delayed the conpublic lands convention here today I am appealing against your decree." vealed no new horrors and Austin to- vening of the democratic state con
President Taft flatly disagreed with
Mr. Taft spoke highly of the work day believes that it knows the worst vention for two hours. National Com
the sentiment of that convention In of Secretary of the Interior Walter of the calamity that overwhelmed it mitteeman A. A. Jones of Las Vegas,
regard to the leasing of public lands L. Fisher, whom, he said, "has all Saturday afternoon, when the waters who had been selected by the state
by the federal government expressed the energy and steam that Chicago of the broken Bayless dam swept the central committee for temporary
In the resolution adopted yesterday. furnished a man," and who, he con valley. The list of known dead stood chairman, suffered from an uloerated
The president declared that the west tinued, "has evinced' an understand this morning at 32, while the hasty tooth when 10 o'clock, the hour sot
needed capital to develop its public ing "and an appreciation of the needs town census showed 54 still missing. for convening the convention,
arlands and said that only through a of the west that were bound to brins Effective organized relief is well rived. Tjhe central committee refederal leasing system could such about good results. Before closing under way and help is being offered assembled and selected former Dele
capital be Induced to come west.
the president briefly defended the ad- from many communities in the state. gate to Congress H. B. Fergusson of
President Taft arrived here at 9 ministration's reclamation policy
Commissioner Dixon of the state Albuquerque in place of Mr. Jones to
o'clock and was taken, Imemdiately to
health department, says that money, make the keynote address and or
men and food supplies are In great dered a recess until noon.
the Country club where he was the
DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE;'
demand.
Great inroads have been "Five hundred democrats are In the
3.
Oct.
111.,
after
guest of the Yale alumni at breakPage
Springfield,
fast
page of the Springfield hotel regis- made into the mass of tangled debris. city for the opening of the first Btato
The program for the day included ters filled today with the names of Beneath one building three bodies convention, which has 272 votes, at
a trip to Denver University and an prominent democrats from all over were found, those of a mother, an in the state capitol this morning. No
address to the students; a return to Illinois and unless present signs are fant and a child about five years old. nominations were made today, hi"
the city and conference , with repub- mtsloadlnp- th ntatA conference call All were terribly mutilated. Eighty the convention will merely organise.
o
lican state leaders; reception of a ed for tomorrow will be attended by1 laborers reached Austin during the It looks like W. C. McDonald or
and 200 more are expected
for govnominated
be
will
delegation from Colorado Springs; representatives of every county frorri night,
laan elaborate luncheon at the home Chicago to Cairo. Mayor Carter H. this afternoon, swelling the total
ernor; W. B. Walton, of Silver City
men.
to
800
forc
boring!
of La Land?, for
and William-McGl'of Crawford Hill ; a trip to Broadway Harrison of Chicago, accompanied by
warn.
auraeaiui iuuimisuiuue
several hundred members of tha
park, and the presentation of an
"We expect to have the ruins
tomobile to Manager Hendricks of Cook county democracy, opened headUnder
The city is in gala attire, thousands
cleared
by tomorrow night.
to
visit
a
tc
at the St Nicholas hotel
the Denver baseball club;
quarters
will
we
the
no
of
burn
circumstances
pennants are waving over the
the Denver Press club and tonight, a day. Mayor Harrison's
has streets and bunting is decorating trie
there
last
until
debris
the
body
of
Chamber
banquet tendered by the
flying the Hearst banner are quar teen recovered. What we need most buildings.
'.
Commerce.
tered at the New.Leland.
me puduc to
nease
urge
rood,
audiWilliam
.Colonel
Sulzer, of New
The president spoke In the
The feature of the gathering will send food stuffs. Two carioaas came
the
delivered
11,000
York,
opening speech
more
than
hold
Arion
in
be the bis demonstration
torium, built to
in this morning but it will last only at
the capitol last night to a vast
neoDle. and few seats were vacant. hall, with speeches by a number of
today and our reserve is dwindling." throng, discussing woman suffrage,
In spite of his disagreement with the the party leaders. The oratory, how
Up to noon one more body and a
and other issues.
views expressed by the convention, ever, will not be permitted to Inter charred skull had been recovered. A tariff, reciprocity
w'U be the
Mexico
New
He
predicted
received,
fere with "progressive" democracy survey of the flooded district today
the president was well
state in the Union. Sulzer
grandest
hiB
60irie
of
points
conference
made
When he
launched at the Chicago
shows 1C7 homes wiped out besides left this
morning for Denver whore
conven last month. This organization will G4
against the proposal of the
stores, four hotels, five churches he speaks tomorrow night. The conu
impolanas
to
state
not confine its activities
tion that either public
and five factories including the Buf vention did not open till 11 o'clock,
posed of to Individuals or else placed litics. On the contrary, Us chief aim falo and Susquehanna railroad shops
delayed an hour, to et an
under the care of the separate states wil be to capture the control of the and the paper mills.
About 250 being to
deliver the keynote speech,
orator
in Illinois houses were left standing.
the crowd applauded vigorously and democratic organization
A. Jones having toothache.
A.
was
faction and
when he concluded the cheering
for the Hearst-HarrisoRev. Father Jules Deraches opened
to oust Roger C. Sullivan from hiB
long and loud.
first democratic state convention
the
dis
was
At one point in his speech
position as the Illinois representative STEALS CLOTHING;
at noon with prayer. H. B. Fergusson
in
general
domain
commit
on the democratic national
cussed the public
of. Albuquerque was chosen tempor
terms..
tee.
ROOM ary chairman; A. C. Torres ana E. D.
FREE
GETS
Mr
domain,
"Who owns the public
Tlttman, secretaries; E. C De Baca,
President?" shouted an old man sit
JEWS CELEBRATE HOLIDAY.
Arthur P. Hill, D. Calderon, Dennis
Hundreds of Jewish people at
ting Just under the platform.
BOARD Chavez. Juan N. Vigil, Pas
WILL
HERRERA
JUAN
"Tha United State owns the pub tended services yesterday at Temple
The temporary
AND LODGE FOR SOME TIME
interpreters.
of Yom
He domain," said Mr. Taft, showing Montefiore in observance
escorted
to their places
were
officers
JAIL
IN
COUNTY
Is
Kippur, the sacred and solemn fastBome.heat, "and the United States
Felix Martinez, N. B. Laughlln and
by
the people of the United States.
ing season of the Hebrew year. Dur
John W. Poe. Mr. Fergusson made
Accused of stealing clothing
The president said that he knew ing the memorial services Ludwig II- who an hour's address, which sounded the
man
a
to
Isidoro
Lucero,
that he was In a peculiar position feld, who acted as rabbi, preached a
and is regarded as an inviJudaeism.' gave his name as Juan Herrera, was keynote
already sermon on "American
since the convention had
to
tation
side
Bast
an
in
progressive republicans to
this
morning
reached Its verdict with respect tt Sunday evening, at the beginning of arrested
in making the democrats
Ben Coles. Join
Police
of
Chief
hotel
by
Ilfeld
Mr.
the Yom Kippur services,
Dublic lands.
man was placed in the City Jail. ticket Committees were in session
"I know.' said Mr. Taft, "how irri preached a sermon upon the sub- The
he was given a hearing before all afternoon to perfect . permanent
Later
tatlne it Is to have somebody else lay ject of "Patience." Both addresses
and draft the platform.
Yes Justice D. R. Murray, who bound him organization
down rules for your moral uplift but were particularly approiVlate.
Hen-era'to
rethe
jury.
over'
grand
for the
you've got to stand, a great deal In terday memorial services
bond was fixed at $200, which the
'
order to make progress. I will end cently departed dead were partici
..
man had not furnished at a late hour
as I began. I am not in agreement pated in, according to an ancient
'CONSTITUTION
PRAISES
f
taken
The
clothing
afternoon.
Jewish
this
the
custom.
Jewish
Friday
with your verdict.'
of a suit an
Bishop William A. Quayle in t
consisted
the
Herrera
will
observe
Succoth,
by
conces
people
for
President Taft upleaded
addressing a large audience in 4
It is overcoat and other articles. Lucero
sions upon the part of the convention feast of the harvest gathering.
Lead Avenue Methodist church
He
says
orthodox Jews values the property at $75.
and suggested that when men were a custom among the
home
his
was
night, expressed him- taken
the
from
about
Thursday
scatter
to
the clothing
sent to Washington to, argue with the at this season
a
f self squarely in opposition to the f
and flowers, and build a on the West side, so it Is likely
congressional committees about mat temple palms
initiative and referendum; in f
be
the
will
of
lodged
In which the products
charee of burglary
ters affecting the public lands and crib
e
convention
of the
favor
has
been
is
Herrera
This
Herrera.
field
are
symbolical
placed.
against
the policy of conservation, they
candidates
of
nomination
El
the
the
for
time
a
short
of the bounty poured forth upon
by
employed for
should not be tied with strings so
declared
that wo- he
Yom
in
is
for
office;
While
home
God.
his
He
their
f
says
people by
they could have no leeway.
4-- man
not
hasten
would
is
was
Succoth
is a sad season,
Lucero's clothing
suffrage
El 'Paso.
The president said that the discus Kippur
con- - f
'
'
the
that
and
arrestwhen
of
one
his
in
found
f
prohobition;
possession
gladness.
sion of conservation, at least east of
4- - stltution
field
leaves
the
open f
ed.
the Missouri river, had now reached
4- for a square fight on prohobition
PARDONED
CAPTAIN
HAINES,
difference
of
a stage where points
4- - and
that nothing more should
Turkish General Caught
Ossinlng, N. Y., Oct. 3. Captain
were looked at calmly and dispassion
4desired
be
news
by the prohibitionists. 4dispatch
London, Oct.
Peter C. Hains, Jr., who killed WilAtely.
at least, the 4
4-a
Inferentlally,
rece'v
Rome
1908,
says
from
telegram
tonight
From the mistakes of the past, he liam E. Annis in Augus,
4- - bishop
declared against the 4
Italian
states
the
that
Taranto
left
and
from
Sing
his
ed
how
today
pardon
said, the country will now learn
'
cruiser Marcopolo has arrived at Tar- 4- - "blue ballot" amendment, when 4
tor go about saving its natural re- Sing piison.
anto with a captured Turkish war- 4-- he said "what we want is a 4
sources in the best way possible and
not one that 4
HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE DIE
ship having on board a Turkish gen- 4- stable constitution,
with the best results. Mr. Taft ad
4- can be tinkered by every tin tin- - 4
200
and
horses
200
and
hundred
Two
soldiers,
.3.
eral,
Antwerp, Oct
mitted that in the 'old days public
who happens to want to 4
to have been 5,000 rifles. The Rome Trlbuna anlands had been grabbed in many in forty iives are known
Marco-pol- o 4- tinker
the
something." Albuquerque
that
storm
nounced
yesterday
stances by corporations and combi lost In coasting craft during the
4- - Journal.
transTurkish
the
100
had
bodies
than
captured
More
nations and declared that to prevent of Sunday.
port Sabah.
a repetition of such grabbing was the have been washed ashore.

TAFT

THE DAILY MAXIM

Cairo, 111., Oct. 3 The Illinois
Central railroad applied for and ob
tained an injunction in the United
States district court for the eastern
division of the Illinois Central at
Cairo directed against strikers and
strike sympathizers and preventing
Interference in any way with the
conduct of the company's business.

Killed In Cold Blood
111., Oct 3. Robert Mitchell,
an Illinois Central switchman, was
shot and killed this morning in the
railroad yards at Mounds, near here,
by a machinist brought here as a
strike breaker but discharged for in
competency yesterday.
Cairo,

Chicago Police In Cheyenne
3. The
Oct.
Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Union Pacific officials here today Is
sued an ultimatum to the effect that
any who wished would be
if application is made by noon October 4. hut not thereafter, A quantity, of air hmke ho(se was destroyed
in the yards here last night., About
25 extra policemen from Chicago will
arrive today to aid in protecting com
pany property.

Strike not Bad as Expected
Chicago, Oct 3. Julius Kxutt- schnitt, vice president of the Harrl- inan lines, will not place a time limit,
within which the shopmen may re
turn to work. Matters of that kind
all have been left in the hands of the
presidents of the roads comprising
the Harrlman system, he said Mr.
Kruttschnitt Indicated, however, that
the strike was not proving as serious
as the railroads had expected and
that a number of the employes had
applied for reinstatement
A SERIOUS

CHARGE.

a charge of having attacked
with a deadly weapon the person of
Felix Riobal, Hilario Montoya was
this morning bound over by Justice
Felipe Baca y Garcia to await the
action of the grand jury. Montoya's
bond was fixed at $300, which he
furnished. The attack upon Eloba!
is said to have occurred Saturday
night when the two men met at a
dance and quarreled over a woman.
Montoya is said to have struck Roibal
on the head with a knife causing severe scalp wounds.
On

GRANT

BOARD

MEETING.

Yesterday at the meeting of the
Las .Vegas grant board .Territorial
Engineer C. I). Miller reported the
progress on the big Camfield dam.
The construction is progressing rapidly and Mr. Miller had nothing but
words of commendation' for the work
of the project After his report six
Can Resume Work Tomorrow
Laramie, Wyo., Oct., 3. The fol- claims for titles were brought before
lowing notice, signed by C. E. Fuller, the board of which three were alassistant general manager of the lowed. The board adjourned until the
Union Pacific, was posted in all second Monday in November instead
of to the first Monday, as is custom
Union Pacific shops this afternoon.
"All mative ' power or car depart- ary.
ment employes who left the company's
'
service on Saturday, September 30, PORTUGUESE REVOLUTION FAILS
or who have not since reported for
London, Oct 3. The Portuguese
duty, desiring employment, must minister here, Senor Lima, today remake application before noon, Wed- ceived this telegram from the fornesday, October 4, 1911."
eign office at Lisbon:
"A tentative revolution at Oporto
failed completely. The conspirators
Strike Breaker Assaulted
eDinsson, Tex., Oct. 3. A party of were 'arrested and will be confined
55 strikebreakers." enroute from the in a fort at Lisbon. The government
north over the Frisco lines to Hous- is prepared to take energetic measton, was attacked here last night by ures to repress further conspiracies.
a mob armed with clubs and bottles. Absolute tranquility prevails."
Several persons were hurt and the
strikebreakers were chased out of
'
the city.,
AMERICAN'S GOOD APPOINTMENT
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct 3. Professor
SteartiDshiDs Replace Trains
V. T. Cook, known as a dry farming
New Orleans, Oct. 3. Aa a result': expert, has been appointed head, of
of the strike, the United Fruit com the dry farming bureau of the Brazipany announced today that five of the lian department of agriculture. Dr.
in
the Central Cook will Bail for his new position
banana steamers
American trade would be diverted about November 1. He will be acfrom the New Orleans to the Mobile companied by his family.
service. .
.

'

Special Officer Killed
Houston, Tex., Oct. 3. J. J. Pipes,
special offlcer from Athens, Tex., was
shot and killed Just inside the gates
of the shop yards today while enroute
and
witty a small party of officers
strikebreakers from the train to the
yards. S. B. Crockett another spe
cial officer who was near Pipes, and
who was wounded, says the shots
were fired from within the yards
Capwhere guards were stationed.
tain. H. S. Sisk, also injured, who
was escorting the party to the yards,
says, the shots came from the strikers following his charges and that he
believes he fired one shot in reply.
No Bloodshed on Coast
San Francisco, Oct. 3. There was
no change apparent
today in the
shopmen's strike on the Harrlman
lines on the Pacifio coast The various shops were picketed," as usual,
but the union outposts refrained
from violence or harshness in accosting those who passed through their
,

NEW DISTRICT DEPUTY
3.
Past
Montrose, Colo., Oct.
Exalted Ruler Thomas J. Block of
the Montrose lodge of Elks, has been
appointed district deputy grand exalt
ed ruler of the western slope by
John P. Sullivan of New Orleans.
grand exalted ruler of the order.

WORLD CONFERENCE.
Toronto, Ont, Oct 3. A mighty
host of Methodist bishops, clergy and
laity from all over the world has as
sembled in Toronto for the Fourth
Ecumenical Methodist conference.
which will open tomorrow and continue in Bession for two weeks.

PRIZE FIGHTER BADLY HURT
La Junta, Colo., Oct 3. "Kid" Godfrey, who was knocked unconscious
in a "prize fight at Swink last Friday
night, was partially revived last night
but attending physicians say recovery is doubtful.
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TRIPOLI TODAY
Cable communication with Tripoli
continued interrupted today and lit
tle developed to indicate the course
of events at the seat of the Turko-Italia- n
war. If earlier reports were
based on correct information, the
bombardment of the city by the Italian fleet should have begun at noon
a. m.
today (Approximately at 6
New York time).
A dispatch from Rome early today said that tha bombardment had
been begun but wireless messages received at the Italian capital from the
fleet subsequently made no mention
ot this, or if they did, the facts did
not rach the public.
An Italian cruiser reports that
the Turkish fleet has not reached tha
Dardanelles but that the ships have
separated and are still in the archipelago where they are sought by
Italian warships. It was announced
at the German foreign offices today
that (Germany Iprbbably would kiot
proclaim her neutrality because of
tha likelihood the hostilities would
bo short; and also no Rt.eps towm-mediation were probable before the
Tripolitan coast had been occupied
by the Italians.
The Turkish ambassador at London
presented another Turkish note to
the British foreign offices setting
forth that Italy had begun hostilities previous to the declaration ot
war and that Turkey would he Justified in adopting whatever measures it
might decree beyond those provided
by the rules of war. This, however,
she has not done, pending a fresi
appeal to the powers in the conviction that the conflict might bs
stayed.
The German consulate at Constantinople is besieged by 9,000 Italians
who wish passports permitting them
to leave the country. The Turkish,
capital is cut off from communication
by cable with Tripoli and is in the
dark regarding events there. It is
announced at Constantinople that a
prominent Egyptian has offered to
organize 30,000 Egyptians to march
against the Italians at Tripoli. A
wireless message to Rome from the
fleet at Tripoli says the natives, with
18,000 Mauser rifles, have retired to
the interior with the evident purpose
of waging a guerilla warfare.
No Mediation as Yet.
Paris, Oct 3. The Italian embassy
this evening authorized this state
ment:
Mediation by the powers betweun
Italy and Turkey is mentioned by
French and foreign newspapers. No..;
declaration in this regard has been
made by the royal government,
which is resting on the logic of
events. It cannot ?reak ot med:arion
or negotiations untli fter Turkey
EtU have recognliad the occupation
of Tripoli by Italy.
Bombardment Has Begur.
Paris, Oct 3. A dispatch .o Ihe
Temps from Rome this mornln.i says
that according to information derived from an official source the bombardment of Tripoli began at 19
o'clock this forenoon.
A dispatch to the Temps from
Athens says the 14 Turkish warships
have
the Dardanelles
Tripolitan Flee.
Glasgow, Oct 3 V private mes-sajr-o
leceived tofla from Jet'tV ao
Island off Tunis, up.; st
"A heliograph r
from Tripoli says that thr bmtb.irdnien? has
btgun. The thU s ara bombarding
several places. Z's.e Inhabitants are
leaving.
,

.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

3, 1911.
1

"Tl

of the legal advisers of the incorporation.
The Hon. R. J. Ingrahaxn of the
firm of Cowherd & Ingraham, is chief fina in Duffy's Pure MUt Whiskey he
!
(jualuies
strength and health-givincounsel for the incorporation.
thnt ere so necessary to them.
A working model, representing six
Mrs.
Con:m, one ot our raiifnt?.
miles of railroad equipped with the tells of her experience : "I h;.ve been
This store is now headquarters for all that is good ani
device, is on public exhibition in in a very precarious condition for a
'
the Midland building in Kansas City, year, which 1 anected me mentally and
silks." pern
have been using fully s
1 desirable for fancy needle workers. Here are the
and many of Kansas City's leading physically.
Pure .Malt Whiskey, with splendid reI lustres, linens, cords, etc., that the particular needle-worke- r
business men, bankers, lawyers and sults. We are never without it in our
'
house."
Mrs.
Julia
Corum,
men
have
Highport,
witnessed
its
likes. Assortments are wide and embrace all colors and all i
professional
IN
GREATEST INVENTION
N. C, R. F. D. No. 2.
'an.
and
have
fully
workings
PERagreed
TORY OF RAILROADING
..
f....''.. strans an( many prices.
ttat, when it is placed upon the rail- Duffy's Pure r.1a!tWh!skcy
FECTED IN KANSAS CITY.
roads of the country, not only will It is a safe and sure
Of course, we have wide assortments of stamped and un- 4
Kansas City. Oct 3. During the prevent the destruction of "life and remedy for all ills
T'v stamped linens, fancy pillow covers, scarfs,, doilies and towels.
in the Interest jf the roads, peculiar to women. It
-past week there was Incorporated in property
acts directly on the
0.
About everything in fact that the needleworker could desire
Kansas City a company with a paid but it will bring millions into the vital organs, stimulat
has
that
of
the
company
all the accessories, requisites, etc.
ing them to healthy
Bp capital of $1,000,000. the object of treasury
which is to put into practical opera- promoted and put this signal into action, aids digestion
and circulation.
If you cannot supply your art embroidery needs at this
"7'"
tion upon the railroads the Carson-Burges- s practical use.
Mothers, if will eive
"
421
on
,
exhibition
model
at
is
The
c
cheeks-.
Signal
daughters strength and rosy
store, you can hardly hope to do so at any other store in Las
Midland building, and anyone inter your
as
spnere
was
ht
them
usetui
their
and
lor
The
organized
company
System.
Vegas, for this department though new is stocked with as large a stock of embroidery materials as you'll find in many of the very
happy wives and niotitrs. It
under the laws of Missouri, the name ested in the subject may call and healthy,
'
used
anl
'
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was the custom of the European ho
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at all, and delivered almost as soon
as a telegram.
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the up to date it shot as from a gun into the
and home of the free. Many things
car, or "luggage van," as they heavy meal without the slightest fuss
that to the seasoned traveler became hotels has a little locker in every
common place long ago Btrike the guest room between the bedroom and call it over there. He Is doomed to or discomfort, and relieve the sourest
Neither happens. acid stomach in five minutej. bumiiPB
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case of Fape's Diapepsin, then
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and
The European bed always strikes Individual is thus assured of his tip.
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was sitting in the corridor, tried' in the uninitiated American traveler as But they fret and fume inwardly r.s
sides, you will not. need laxatives to
broken English to explain that it was a huge Joke. In France they com they think of all the other servants
keep your stomach, liver and intesthe custom for travelers to leave the mence to Impress him with their to be tipped and usually end by giving tines clean and fresh.
clothing they had worn during the height and narrowness and he looks each one about three times what he
If your stomach is sour and full of
day outside their doors to be brushed, dubiously at the enormous Turkey- expects. There are two ways of gas, or your food doesn't digest, and
But the colonel was incredulous. red cotton "couvrepled',' of eiderdown, avoiding this worry, if they only your meals don't seem to fit,
why not
"Never saw anything like it in Ameri which looks something like a moun knew. In small hotels and pensions get a
case from your druggist
ca," he said. "Likely as not it's some tain, and he wonders how he is ever where an average of $2 or 10 francs and make life worth living? Absolute
sort of skin game, and all those going to bear all that extra weight a day is paid for pension, it is proper relief from Stomach misery and perfools will wake up in the morning on his person. But when he has slip- to allow one franc a day for each fect digestion of anything you eat Is
and find their clothes stolen. Not I! ped between the sheets and the person for service, and when going sure to follow five minutes after, and,
grateful warmth communicates itself away divide it accordingly among besides, one
I'll bruBh my own."
case is sufficient
So he turned in, not even daring to to his cold bones if its winter they those who have served you. In larg to cure a whole family of such
leave his boots o.ut to be polished, so are sure to be like icicles he dis- er hotels a more satisfactory way is trouble.
many stories had he heard of the dis- covers that i3 is deceptively light and to take 10 per cent of the hotel bill,
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The traveler thinks it a little
or boots shone with a polish equaled finding that one leg of the step lad strange that coffee Is always extra
only by the face of a small boy that der was broken solved this difficulty at luncheon and dinner, but when lie
has been scrubbed with soap. Very by going to the extreme end of the order8 coffee) at an average of flvc
cautiously he set his own boots out- room, taking a running start ana
slx
extra tho
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side and turned back for another cat mnaing wica a iiying leap in tneny expressed for him and is not the
eiderdown. coffee that has stood for hours in the
nap. But his' trousers still adorned midst or the turkey-re- d
the straight backed chair. "I have He crawled in under the crochet'd pot, Another thing that strikes him
another pair of boots," he thought, counterpane,. and was soon fasipweep, as funny is the fact that there are
"but I have only ope pair of trou- Some time in 'the night he'becamS elevators to go up, but that he can-sers," it took three days or more be- sleepily aware of a consuming thirst not use them to go down. One Eufore the colonel dared to trust his and started to get cut of bed for ;i ropean sign' in ' a small hotel reads:
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German watchman un- Vn the larger hotels the lifts are used
OF THE LAW AVIATORS ARE
Miss Clarisse Blythe, of Vermont,
derstood, penertated to the remotest (h they are here, but so leisurely are
"was perfectly astounded at having
TRESPASSERS.
rush after her as she chamber in the Inn.
they that one usually prefers to run
"I was half awake," he explained downstairs on shank's mare. EconNew York, Oct. 3. Dr. H. D. Hazel-tincarefully deposited the key of her
room in her beaded reticule and ex- afterward, "and had been dreaming omy in lights Is another trait, and
an American professor of law
of standing on Table Rock, in the where, as usual, there are two elec at Cambridge University, who is now
claim:
,
"Hut, madame! Please leave your Yosemite. I started to get out of tric lights In R rom, one over the in New York on leave of absenco,
key beside the door. I must have jt bed and began to fall. Naturally I bed to read by and another in the ls devoting his energies to a study
to go in and do yur room."
supposed I was plunging to the bot- ceiling, one cannot be turned on with of the legal phases of aviation. He
"But where is your pass key?" she tom of that precipice, and I'll leave out turning the other off. But a young believes that a code of laws for the
it to you If any one wouldn't have American engineer solved the difficul- air will be developed within the next
demanded.
"I have none," the maid replied let out a yell when he thought he ty by unscrewing the porcelain cap few years. Some of his views on
' See," she said, pointing to the hoolt was going to be dashed to death.'
of the switch and sticking a hairpin this subject are given In an interSometimes in European hotels the to make a connection, He had two view published here today.
at the side of the door, the same hook
"A chief point of discourse," he
dedicated to skirts and trousers, "you tourist is taken solemnly to one side, lights, and no one was ever the wiser.
must hang your key when you go and told tbat by paying a few franca And his conscience? It never troa- - says, "is as to whether the air ts free,
'
or lire more he can have the royal bled him at all; it was one of those whether each state has the right of
out."
.
sovereignty to the air space above
Miss Clarissa cast upon the maid bedchamber. A certain hotel in Sor elastic ones you read about.
and its waters, .r
its
territory
a look of withering scorn. "Not if !
It does not take long to remember,
know it," phe said. "I hain't - got heads have lain in .one season, is after you once knew, that if you want whether the air space should be open
much, but 1 don't" want to be robbed even more generous, for if the rooms to buy salt in Italy you must go to to. all countries. Everyone admits
That s a pretty note. are empty they make no extra charge a tobacco shop to get it; for both that the air above tne high seas
"of tnat little.
should be free.
as
well leave your door And the traveler loves to recount j 8alt and tobacco aPe
Might just
government
"My own view is strongly in .favor
un rocked as fer's I kin see. Anybody when he is back on the native heath j monopolies. And it Is a pleasure to
of sovereignty. Each state could con!
can take, the key and walk in. No how his cheek- pressed the same
iearn that in France you can buy
tract with other states as it sees
sir-ee- .
catch me that iow tnai nan ueen useo. uy uie huis ;
You don't
sUmp8 and postcards at tobacco
ot its
way," and, replacing the key, she Queen of Holland or the king ofjshop8( whlch aPe under government best in regard to the occupation
- atmosphere
could
..license
local
and
out
sailed
and
downstairs
Euronot
a
is
walked
Saxony. But it
purely
jurisdiction there as well. Also that
to traverse its air, each
through the office majestically. When pean custom, for to this day in a ce'-jiboth countries you can send tels- - foreign flyers
individual complying with regulations
affecting the health, safety and wel'
fare of the country.
fP
(PW
(P
of
pri"There are many questions
vate law, for instance the right of a
Innrinwnpr to the atr above him. T
have looked into English cases as
thoroughly as I could and I have
found that there is a well established
view among English lawyers that
landowners own the air space '.up to
the heavens.' English courts have
U
held that certain interferences wltn
the air space are either .trespasses
or nuisances. Such decisions - have
been rendered in the case of erecting lights, stringing wires, flying balloons and discharging projectiles.
"I believe aviators ought to be restrained from flying over our cities.
French and German regulations already forbid flying over cities of a
certain size. In course of time air
routes will be defined with stations
where it may be permissible to stop
and get supplies."
tel.
An Englishman who was sailing
from Boston not long ago was reduc
cd to one pair of really comfortable
boots.
These he placed outside his
door to be polished on the eve of
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Office
Territory of New Mexico.
of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office at Ten o'clock a. m.
cn the Fifth day of September, A.'d.
1911; Articles of Incorporation
of
The Topeka Mica Manufacturing
Company, Number 6925, and also,
that I have compared the following
copy of the same, with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it to
be a correct transcript therefrom and
of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of Iew Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Fifth day of September, A. D.
1911.
'

control of a board cf nine directors,
Frank J. Gehring, East Las Vegas,
New Mexico, S. B. Rohrer, F. C. Beck,
Geo. P. SUtt W. A.
Neiswanger, C.
J. Price, F. S. Jackson, D. L. Hoat-soall of Topeka, Kansas, are hereby selected to act as said directors
and to manage the affairs for threa
months and until their successors
are duly elected and qualified.
ARTICLE 8.
The directors of this corporation
shall have the power to make and
alter
for the government and
control thereof. The election of directors shall be by ballot, unless the
stockholders represented
at J any
meeting for the election of directors
may decide to voe otherwise.
In Testimony Whereof, We have
hereunto set our hands this 10th day

associated ourselves together for the
purpose of becoming a body politic
under and by virtue of the laws of
the Territory of New Mexico, and in
accordance with the provisions there
of we do hereby make, execute, and
acknowledge this certificate in writing of our Intention to so become a
body corporate under and by virtue
of the statutes of said territory in
such case made and provided.
ARTICLE I.
The corporate name and style of
our said corporation shall be The
Topeka Mica Manufacturing Com
pany.
ARTICLE

2.

The location of the principal office
of said corporation in this Territory
shall be at East Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New Mexico, which is
also its registered office; and the
name of the agent therein and in
charge thereof, upon whom process
against this corporation may be
served Is Frank J. Gehring.
ARTICLE 3.
The objects for which this corpora
tion Is formed are:
1. To own and acquire
by pur
chase, lease, location or otherwise
any mines, mining rights and mineral
lands or any interest therein in the
Territory of New Mexico ; and to ex
plore, work, develop, and operate the
.
me.
2. To conduct a general mining
biisniess, quarrying, milling, treating,
preparing for market, buying, selling
exchanging and otherwise to produce
and deal in ores mineral and metals.
nd the by products thereof of every
kind and description and by whatso
ever process and manner the same
can be done and produced, and for
that purpose to establish smelters,
reduction plants or other kinds of
machinery or plants used in the hand
ling, reducing and development of
ore, mineral and mineral products for
.'

;

market
3. To buy, sell and deal in min
ing properties and minerals of all
kinds.
4. To conduct a general merchan
dise business In connection with the
operation of the mining business to
be carried on, 1y this company.
5. To borrow money for the use of
the corporation, to be evidenced by
its note or notes or bonds, and- secured by mortgage or deed of trust
of said corporation.6. And generally to do and per
form all other acts and things neces
sary or requisite to carry into effect
the purposes and objects for which
this corporation is formed.
-

GOVERNOR

MILLS

PRAISES THE

by-la-

of August A. D. 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,
S. B. ROHRER.
Secretary of New Mexico.
A
Articles of Incorporation of The To
P.C BECK.
W. A. NEISWANGER.
peka Mica Manufacturing
GEO. P. STITT.
Company
C. J. PRICE.
Know All Men By These Presents:
FRANK J. GEHRING.
That we, Frank J. Gehring, resident
State of Kansas,
of the Territory of New Mexico, and
S. B. Rohrer, F. C. Beck, Geo. P.
County of Shawnee, ss:
Stitt, W. A. Nelswanger, C. J. Price, Be it Remembered, That on this
residents of the state of Kansas, have 10th day of August A. D. 1911, be

(Seal)

Peacock, Roewell, Chaves coun- E. Lerman, Las Cruces,
Dona Ana county; Walter B. Hoke,
East Las Vegas, San Miguel county;
William A. Palmer, Aztec, San Juan
county; Doroteo Cortez, Cerro, Taos
county.
M.

ty; William

TICKET
IS PARTICULARLY GLAD TO GIVE
HIS APPROVAL TO NOMINATION OF SEC ROMERO

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 3. Governor
William J. Mills was back at his desk
this morning after attending the republican convention at Las Vegas.
The governor received many callers.
To a newspaper reporter he said: "I
think the ticket named by the republicans in convention at Las Vegas is
a good one. Yes, good from top to
bottom. Of course, as a San Miguel
county man, I naturally favored a San
Miguel candidate for governor, especially when that man was Secundinc-Romerwhom I have known so long
and so favorably; a man who for
twelve .years was clerk of my court
when I was on the bench. I think Mr.
Romero would have made an excellent governor just as he will make a
splendid secretary of state. I am confident that the entire ticket as named, will meet with the approval of
the majority." ' The governor was
pleased at the way his home city, Las
In many
Vegas, which is so
ways, entertanied the delegates and
;
visitors.

fore the undersigned, personally ap
peared the above named S. B. Roh
rer, ir. o. Beck, ueo. F. Butt, w.
rer, F. C. Beck, Geo. P. Stitt, W. A.
Neiswanger, C. J. Price, well and per
sonally known to me to be the same
persons described in and who
the foregoing instrument, and
severallp acknowledged to me that
they executed the same.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
notarial seal at said county and state
the day and year last above written.
L. W. WILSON.
(Notorial Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires Oct 29, 1914.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Mlgnel, ss:
Be ls Remembered, That on this
12th day of August A. D., 1911, before
"A mean, hateful thing" ls merely
the undersigned, pemonally appeared
a woman who knows a secret and
the above named Frank J. Gehring,
tell it.
well and personally known to me to won't
be the same person described in
A man's business
may expand
and who executed the foreoti; inIt is a contracting business.
when
i
ack-and
he
strument,
duly
wleilpps
to me that ho executed tbe same.
'
In Witness Whsreof, I have irre-unt-o
set my hand nnf affixed my
seal at said county the 3ay
and year last aboe written.
(Notarial Setl) WM. G. HAYDuM.
Notary Vublio
Mv commission expires Jan. 13, .8I7.
Endorsed: No. (iJ5. Cor Bet'd.
Vol. 6, Page 127. Arties of mcor
poration of .The Topsta' Fici Manufacturing Compniv. Filed n oP'.to
of Secretary of New Mexico,, Sept R,
Na-.1911, 10 a. b.
i la 5a, Seci.
:
C.
t j. O.
tary. Compared
By Lydia E. Pinkham's

o,

eex-cut-

SAVED

FROM AN

OPERATION

Vegetable Compound

30-2--

ROOSEVELT LOSES
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 3. Traveling

Auditor John Joerns has received the
tax rolls from Roosevelt county which
snows a net loss of $69,188 compared
with that of last year. The taxable
property in 1910 was $1,333,234, and
in 1911 $1,264,046. In the increase
column are agricultural lands
sheep $5,372; stock in banks,
In the decrease column are
$10,635.
improvement on agricultural
lands,
$48,216;
city lots $21,520; Improvements on city )ots, $16,858; saw mills,
$23,168; horses, $20,832; cattle, $10,-05'
household
$9,376;
carriages,
$25,-83-

goods, $12,103.

,

Peoria, 111. "I wish to let every one
know what Lydia . Finkham's reme
dies nave done forme. For two year.
I suffered. The doctors said I had tumors, and the only
remedy was the surgeon's knife. My
mother bought me
Lydia E. Finkham's
esretable Com
a Mi ..
mnn, ii
pound, and today I
am a healthy woman. For months
I suffered from in
flammation, and yourSanative Wash relieved me. Your Liver Fills have no
equal as a cathartic ; Any one wishing
proof of what your medicines have
aoneformecan get.it from any druggist or by writing to me. You can use
my testimonial m any way you wish,
and I will be glad to answer fetters."
Mrs. Christina Heed, 106 Mound St
.
Peoria, III.

mm
m

... m

m

For the Treasury .
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the, following sums for
Another Operation Avoided.
the treasury : Cleof es Romero, superNew Orleans, La. "For years I sufintendent of the penitentiary, con- fered from severe female troubles-Final- ly
I.was confined to my bed and
victs' earnings, $326.60; Charles
the doctor said an operation was necessixth
the
of
clerk
district, sary. I gave Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegclerk's fees, $552.95; Jacobo Chaves, etable Compound a trial first, and.
ARTICLE 4.
was saved from an
Mrs.'
The amount of the capital stock of insurance commissioner, $175; Game Lilt Fktrotjz, 11U operation."
Kerlerec St, New
Thomas
P.
and
Fish
Warden
Gable,
this corporation shall bo and is five
Orleans, La
hundred thousand ($500,000) Dollars, $14.25.
The great volume of unsolicited tes.
x
Notaries Appointed
divided into five hundred thousand
timony constantly pouring in proves
Governor Mills has appointed the conclusively that Lydia E. Finkham's
(500,000) shares of the par Talue of
Compound ib a remarkable
One Dollar each. The amount of cap- following notaries public: Benito A. Vegetable
remedy for those distressing feminine
J.
Taos
Rio
Romero,
Pueblo,
county;
ills from which so many women suflec.
ital stock with fhich this corporation will commence business is Two
Thousand ($2,000) dollars.
ARTICLE 6.
GERMAN-MILLE- D
The names and postifflce addresses
of the incorporators of this corpora
tion, and the number of shares sub
scribed for by each, are as follows:
Shares
Name and Address
subscribed
S. B. Rohrer, Topeka, Kansas ....500
;
F C. Beck, Topeka, Kansas
300
Geo. P. Stitt Topeka, Kansas ....300
W. At Neiswanger. Topeka, Kan. .300
C. J. Price, Topeka, Kansas
Firver,-Whit- er
300
Frank J. Gehring. East Las Ve
300
gas, N. M
The aggregate of such subscription
HOME FOR OLD 'MASONS.
being two thousand ($2,000) dollars,
Fort Worth, Texas, Oct 3. The the amount of the capital stock with
GERMAN PROCESS- first home for aged Masons to be es- which this corporation will commerce
tablished in the southwest was dedi- business.
A
SILVERWARE-COUPOARTICLE 6.
cated today at Arlington, a short disIN.
EVERY
tance from ''his city. The dedication
SACK.,'
The term for which this corpora
was conducted under the auspices of tion shall exist shall be for a
period
the grand lodge of Texas and was at- of fifty years.
tended by prominent members of the
ARTICLE 7.
Masonic fraternity from every part
The affairs and management of our
Distributors
of the stale.
said corporation are to be under the
,

.
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REARING AMKKICANH
Mrs. William B. Leeds, an Ameri

Entered at the Poatorric

at East can widow wtttf a Wn and $25,000,- Lam Vogaa, New Mexico, for transmls-000, has returned to this country
lon through the United States Malls
after a "successful" social season In
second class matter.
London and after hav
rejected the
offer of several titles.". The latter
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HYDRO-

PHOBIA

,.

T

Hydrophobia occurs almost exclusively In .the domestic dog, but also to a small extent and In a few localities In wild animals of the dog
family and In skunks. Human Infection occurs directly from the rabid
do;; through bites. Rabies la an
disease, transmitted .by bites
of infected animals. It never originates spontaneously or as a result of
starvation, bad food or water, excitement, fear, or other like causes. Statistics, from the most diverse parts1
f'ae world show that rabies Is not
fined to, and not even markedly
, vuknt during
any particular sea-- :
u of the year. It may flourish at
season. Under the present con- i
:o!is of communication in the
physical barriers are in-.'.event to prevent the introduction
i." rallies into any state or
territory,
n.'.r.als may be suffering from ra- hies, and their saliva may be virulent for some days, before symptoms
become sufficiently marked to excite
notice. Does suffering from furious
rabies often have a tendency to run
miles or
Ions distances, twenty-fiv- e
more- - being reported, often lnnocul-atinlarge numbers of other animals
and persons "en route' and carrying
infection into previously rabies-fre- e
regions. Animals killed early In the
course of rablea may fall to show unmistakable evidence of the disease
on microscoplo examination, and in
this manner the diagnosis may be indefinitely delayed pending the result
of inoculation tests. By means of the
Pasteur treatment, promptly administered, immunity; may be produced
in exposed persona bo that a mortal- Jtyof no more than 1 per cent need
be expected from rabid dog bites of
an average severity. Thees are the
most important conclusions of Dr. A.
St. Stlmson of the United States public health and marine hospital
who makes a lengthy report on
the subject In a recent number of
The Journal of the American Medical
association.
Dr. Stlmson makes the following
recommendations for the control of
this awful disease: Destruction of
ownerless dogs. Imposition of a license fee on all dogs, which should
be sufficiently large ; to reduce the
Dog owners
number of dogs kept.
should be held legally responsible for
damage inflicted by their dogs. The
public should be educat
ed 5n matters relating to the care of
dogs as affecting the spread of com
municable diseases, especially rabies.
Tbere should be a system of securing
reliable information concerning the
presence of rabies In all portions of
tlA state or territory. The disease
fchculd be made reportable, as should
also suspected oases, and penalties
State
imposed for
or territorial quarantine against im
portation of dogs should be establish- d
ed. A measure obviously to be adopt-only after a consideration of in
ternal conditions and interstate rela
Uni-State-

.

feature of the case would In itself
bo noteworthy
but .'.'Mrs. Leeds' ex
pressed preference 'tor America as a
place of residence and her determination to devote' herself hto the rear
ing of her son rather tjtian enter upon
a career of titled expatriation reflects
especial credit upon her good sensa
and patriotism.
Ample allowance may be made lor
the attractiveness of the lady's personality, but the suspicion is in
escapable that much of tthe adoration
ot which she was the object must
have been largely due to the $23,For It
000,000 alread "'mept'ioned.
is a notable fact that few titled foreigners marr jeven the most attract
there
ive American !vomen unless
is a quib pro quo in the shape of a
A real "love
plethoric dowry.
match" between a foreign nobleman
and an American woman without for
tune would be a sensational novelty.
Mrs. Leeds, however, takes the
sensible American 'view that Ameri
can mothers. cn devote themselves
to no more honorable, or promising
career than the rearing of American
children under American conditions
Her sojourn, within the charmed cir
cle, to gain admission to which bo
many American women have paid
such heavy prices,? probably showed
her that in the "eyes of any woman
the
of normally ; healthy instincts
game is not worth the candle. But
the allurements of such a career as
opens before the expatriated American are not to be gainsaid as a mat
ter of enticement, and Mrs. Leeds
deserves all the more commendation
for adhering to the normally healthy
American viewpoint In putting her
son above castles and tiaras, and
of her dead
loyalty to the memory
'a
who
was
sturdy
strong,
husband,
'
successful American business man,
above the "attention" of the aver
age duke, prince, baron, count or
whatnot in the shape of foreign title- holders.
.
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There are now some twenty Institutions in the United States where
tht virus for the Pasteur treatment.
or one of its modoflcations is prepar-rand administered. Some are tin
der private management and others
under state or municipal auspices
. J, I
publio health, and Marine hospital service through the hygienic

i

CHIEF

DANCING

the
Recent yeajfl,,haye. Jitn-ssoevolution of many forms of social
enojyment and In the art of dancing
the world has changed much. The
dancing of today ; presents two dis
tinct and widely- different aspects.
Both society and the stage have bor
rowed many" movements and motifs
the somewhat
from the Greek,-ansensational,' although, essential, class
ical Russian Sdances in costumes, interpretations and , barbaric abandonment go 'far back to the pastoral en
char
tertainments of
f modern
acter., Another aspect
novelties
dancing is the craving-fo- r
which jln rto, instance have added
grace or beauty to. the art itself.
For many years t$ stately minuet
reigned supreme as the dance of culture. Later the .waiss introduced a
in that
novel but, pot
it brought the ' dancers into closer
contact There h&ftf$$ been more
or less prejudiceagaipst what are
called "round dances," but It would
verdict
no doubt be
of modern'" socieif;JHft nothing more
dignified,' bea"utlfur ""of enjoyable in
the way of a dance has ever been In
vented thaajjtae waltz. Anyone with
a spark of pbetryjln his soul must
feel his
stirred by the
emotions,
strains of that most delightful of all
waltz music." r"fKe-,- ! Beautiful Blue
Danube.'' Modern young people have
long since! deserted their waltz for
multiform variations of jigs, trots
and
From the "cake walk"
to the "turkey trot, the "ghost shufand the
fle," the "grlzzily bear,"
"bogie walk" the evolution has gona
on. We ha,xe. a sotfs of
'
barn dances, apache and "cradle"'
steps which bear about the same relation to true dancing as the scalp
dance of the Cheyennes.
Just now 'advanced "society," led
by Mary t GarJe and Joe Leiter, ha
abandoned every other form of danc
ing for the "turkey trot," and New
port is "just: wild about It" Accord
ing to one of Its devotees, "there is
something weirdf and, fascinating,
sensuous and appealing about the
music to the dance alid the steps of
the dance itself." It will be a mat
ter of only a few months, perhaps,
before the "turkey trot'VwIll be the
universal - dancing vogue. Af teis a
term of popularity It will go out in
iavor ot someimng eise. vji i erpsichorean "stunts" there is no end and
In this aia other .matters It Is well
to leave reaca isaeratloa to Its tastes,
But just the same and sotwithstandd

;

d

semi-religio-

.

e,
new,-principl-

ous

see-saw- s.

two-step-

FIREMEN PLEASED
WITH CLOVIS'
WELCOME
LAS VEGAS DELEGATION COMES
HOME FROM MEETING OF
FIREMEN.

Last night at the city hall the

fire-

3, 1911.

SG AT HEJB

TO CONDUCT A

Even the second-hanclottn?
dealer wouldnt' give much for a cat
ot arms.

EDITOR

OCTOBER

OPTIC, TUESDAY.

ing, the' waltz will ever remain tha
epic poem of movement, the symphony of motion and the pulsation o!
passion. And it has a literature all
its own.

laboratory, WiwUTugton, :f, C, Is pre
pared to fWiish, gratis on request,
glyoerinatetl' virus to state health authorities havlne the necessary labor
Each state' and terriatory facilitk-story should establish a centrol office
for the control Of rabies.

ESTABLISHED 187

E&A.S DAILY

TRIAL
LEADING

MANY
GYPSIES FROM
STATES ATTEND COUNCIL OF
TRY MEMBER OF TRIBE

Fifty fatriachs of sixteen gypsy
tribes sat in "Ab DAra," or trial
council ,at Kenosha, until dawn the
other morning.
They found five
members of the Tarfik tribe guilty of
assaulting and robbing Peta Cough-Ia- n
of the Zudak tribe and sentenced
them to pay their .victim $1,000 an-tbe costs of a trial which already had
been intsituted by the state.
Their decision . was sealed over a
silver cup of lamb's blood and ac
cepted by Judge Belden of the county
court and Assistant District Attorney
Hastings. Then the last of the 216
gypsies who had, come to Kenosha
for the trial disappeared
into the
mystery from which they had emergv

las his

111
earned winnings, had driven
Steven a patrlaeh, from the camp.
This was the story of the nimbles.
Teta contradicted" It in toto. He
had not cheated. Then was taken'
the testimony of the three men who
said they had seen Peta cheat.
Dawn became daylight but the patriarchs still sat about the fire. It
was past '6 o'clock before Martas sent
for the pazsan, or peace cup, and the
pazvorl, or peace lamb. . The lamb
had been brought from Arkansas.
When both were on the ground Martas lifted his hand.
"The five violators of the law," he
said, "have been' sentenced to pay
Peta $1,000, They will also pay any
amount which Is necessary to satisfy the American law. 'Are we agreed?"
The answer came back resonantly
from portions of the circle, but reluctantly from the Zudaks and Tarflks
"we
"Then," continued
M)artas,
shall again seal tbe bond of peace
which has been broken by these disturbers. Give me the lamb." Before
the assembled tribal members" he cut
its throat The blood dripped Into the
One
peace cup until It overflowed.
after another the fifty patriarchs
drank from the cup. The money was
paid and later Judge- Belden dismissed the case.

men of the West and East sides held
a joint meeting at which a report of
the proceedings of the annual convention and carnival of the Firemen's
association of the state of New
Mexico, which was held at Clovls last
week, was made by the returned delegates. The meeting at Clovis was ed.
one of the largest and best ever held
Six months ago five members of
A three days' pro- the Bimble
In the territory.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
family of the Tarfik tribe
gram had been arranged for by the heat and robbed Peta for cheating
New York, Oct 3. tin its salient
Ciovls firemen and was carried out Steve Bimble in a card game. Peta features the
early session of the
in fine style. On Thursday, which sustained a fractured skull and the stock market was
a

was devoted mainly to the reception
and entertainment of the delegates,
the visitors were whizzed around the
town in autos to see the sights in
the afternoon and in the evening
they were given a reception at the
Commercial hall, after which they
with a boxing
were entertained
match at the H. M. C. club.
The first business meeting of the
convention was called to order by
State President Pat McElroy of this
city. At this session the officers
made their reports which showed the
association to be in better condition
than ever in its history. One of the
main propositions considered at this
meeting was the insurance of the
members of the association. At pres
ent they have some insurance but U
is not entirely satisfactory and a
committee was appointed to look lnta
the matter thoroughly. On this committee are ChaTles Whitman, chief
of the Roswell department; E. C.
Kramer, chief of the Alamogordo department, and Arthur Minnium, of
the East Las Vegas fire company.
The second and last meeting was
held
Saturday morning at which
time Alamogordo was chosen as the
city where the association will meet
next year.
The election of officers was held
and Pat McElroy was
president of the association. Charles
Whitman, the veteran chief ot the
Roswell department, was elected to
the position of vice president and
Charles W. Chalsant ot Clpvls to
membership in the board of control.
As the secretary of the association occupies his position for three years,
William Wood, who was elected last
year at the meeting In Albuquerque.
will be secretary for the coming
year. T. P. Delgado of Santa Fa,
treasurer, will continue in office.
The other two directors on the board
of control are Frank Owen, Santa
Fe, and Jeff Hightower, Portales.
In the carnival, Clovls earned on
the first honors, winning first place
in the wet hose event and the dry
hose event, C. A. Blaney of Clovis
took first place in the ladder climbing contest, and C. C. Sharpenstein
of Clovls won first place In the" 100
The water fight .be
yard dash.
tween the Clovls team and the Santa
Fe shop team was declared a draw
and' the $60 prize was divided. Pre
ceding these contests the firemen
were enteretained with a basket ball
game between the Clovls high school
and the Portales teams, which was
won by Clovls, and a football game,
which went to the Portales team. On
Friday a spectacular battle between
the Clovis firemen and the National
Guards was enjoyed by ah. The
meeting of the convention was con
cluded by a smoker In honor of tha
firemen, given Saturday night at the
chamber of commerce hall. For the
fine reception tendered to the visitors
by the Clovis department the mayor
of Clovis and all of tbe citizens of
that city the entire Las Vegas dele
gation extends Its sincere thanks and
:
appreciation.
i

loss of $50. The Bimbles were arrested and released on bond3 of $500
each. The case was continued.
Gypsies from Many tSates
Word went round that the Bimbles
would be tried on the night of September 22 for violating the tribal la w
against fighting in camp. So it was
that several weeks ago patriarchs
from Texas, Arkansas, Ohio, Tennessee and other states hitched their
wagons and turned the noses of their
horses to the north.
Late Friday afternoon the first of
a long series of canvas covered wagons ' appeared on the outskirts of
Kenosha. They stopped a half mile
from town, and their occupants descended and established camp. Peta,
white from his long stay in the hospital, walked down the road to meet
them. He found the Bimbles, sur
rounded by their tribe, waiting for
the trial to begin.
Under the cool autumn Btars two
patriarchs at 8:0 o'clock built the
Ab Lara, or council fire. Slowly the
fifty patriarchs pt the sixteen different tribes assembled about the blaze.
They were old men with long beards,
veterans of a hundred thousand camp
fires.
They represented the accum
ulated wisdom of the age old laws
of gypsyland.
On their back were garments which
had descended to them from their
velvet jack
ets with elaborate embroidery, long
cloaks which, trailing behind them,
made them seem parts of the ground.
Accused Called to Trial
Peta and the five accused Bimbles
were grouped on opposite sides of the
fire, far from the other members of
their clans. They waited silently until Martas, patriarch of the Vatrik
tribe and presiding patriarch of the
conclave, called thenr into the center
of the circle.
"Lorn, Raphael, Maso, Royale and
Tarsen," he said, using their tribal
names and speaking in the gypsy
"yon are accused of striking
beating and seriously injuring Peta
Coughlan of the Zudak tribe, ft is
also said that you robbed him of $50.
"Of the latter charge we take little
account, but if you five men set upon
this one man In camp in violation of
the laws of the tribe it is a serious
offense, and you shall pay a penalty.
'
Speak out."
The oldest of the five, Steve Bimble, arose to make answer.
"I swear to yon,"' he said solemnly,
"that we did nothing to this man
which he would not have done to us.
By hte laws or the tribe we are given
the right to defend ourselves from
robbers, disturbers and emn of lust.
This man would have robbed us. Wi
did no more than protect ourselves.
I shall prove it"
Found Guilty; Seal Verdict
Then began a long, bitter series of
contradictions and' recriminations.
Peta had cheated at cards. Steve
discovered him and exposed him. Being caught Peta, instead of return,
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SYRUP OT FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS OVEN
UNfVEKSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
PAST.' AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LEO UNSCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND d NABIIUAL COKSTWUKW,
COSTING THE DEALER LESS) THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING, 11 KIWFr5,UVCII'BMlS.
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NotetfiaMNameoftha Gompair
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN l
THE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACK AGE .OF THE C
GENUINE. REGULAR PRICE SOe PER BOTTLEi ONE SIZE
ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE.

l
SYRUP OP FIGS AND ELIXIR OP SENNA 13 THE MOST fUM""- SOME AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR STOMACH .TROUBLES.
ITS
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION. AND TO CET
ONLY GENUINE.
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE
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LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

Las Vejjas October

5-6- -7

GOOD PREMIUMS

Lots of Fun, Profit and
Pleasure for All
.

1
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Fare on Railroad

Everyone is Coming.

burst.""
LOCAL FIRM

WILL

CONTINUE

Join the Crowd.

Lls Vegans Friday
V

Oct. 6

Eiler's Big Scenic Production

YALUABLEAGENCY
O. Q. Schaefer ot this city have just
close da deal whereby they will continue to be agents for ZEMO the
well known remedy for eczema, dandruff, and all diseases of the skin and
scalp.
The extraordinary leap that thU
clean liquid external treatment for
skin affections has made into publio
favor In the last few years proves its
and
wonderful curative properties
makes It Indeed a valuable addition
to the fine stock of remedial agents
carried by O. G. Schaefer.
They have a limited supply of samples. One of which will be given free
to any skin sufferer. who wishes to
test the merit of tine medicine. A
booklet "How to Preserve the Skin,"
will also be given to those Interested.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
In Las Vegas
by our authorized
O.
O.
Schaefer.
agent

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
Under Canvas

'

I

30 People 30
Two Special

Cars

Superb Concert Band and Orchestra
Papier Mache Snakes, Dragons, etc.

Remember the Date

NEW GOODS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
Do You Know Mr.

Bacbarach and His Good

'

SUITS

SHOES

COATS

UNDERWEAR

HATS

BEDDING

SWEATERS

DRY GOODS

In fad we carry everything that ought to be handled by a first class
up to date
General Merchandise Store
Opposite

LINCOLN- -

DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU

1

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing 'J"
603

onevenjPacfjae of the Genuine.

6T.n-cfi-

-

Up-to-d- ate

In the Circle.

1;

Senator Depew, at a dinner In his
honor In New York, said of his notable oratorical gift:
"I have received many compli
ments upon my skill at after
ner speaking, but the naivest
pliment ofall came from an
farmer.
"Senator,' said he he, 'you might
have typhoid and recover, you might
have 'pneumonia and recover you
might have yellow fever and recover,
but If you ever got lockjaw you'd

TAILOR FOR MEN

Everything Made at Home.

mm

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO:

Large amounts of the Americ
Tobacco bonds were pressed for sale(
and the
forcing the fours down
sixes 1V6- - Other issues held well,

CHAS. LEWIS
V

iff

virtually
repeti
tion of previous days. Prices declin
ed aa soon as it became evident that
the supply exceeded the demand, but
tbe primary cause was the weakness
of St. Paul, which was sold by bro
kers heretofore
prominent on the
bear side. The next dividend action
on St. Paul Is over three months off,
but the present price of that issue
would seem to have discounted any
reduction.
Bear operators, finding
that they were not meeting any effec
tive opposition, extended the scope of
their operations in the second hour
and increased the earlier losses con
siderably. Amalgamated Copper lost
Union Pacific and International
Harvester
Lehigh Valley
American Smelting IV and Reading,
Erie first preferred and the United

red

V'

GGiitlQaiidEffGctiTO,

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Castaneda Hotel

BACHARACH'S

-

" V
I

1
I
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New
made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in

PERSONALS
D.

Satins

Street

Hoffman &

Bmw it

Five

1911.
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RAISED BUMPER

HIGHLY
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CROPS

MORA L
KING AND QUEEN FROWN
ON SCANDAL AND DIVORCE
AMONG ATTACHES.

NEW

O.

C. PETERSON
CAME HERE
LAST FALL AND GOT GOOD
RESULTS FIRST YEAR.

Oct 3. When
London,
O. C. Peterson was in Las. Vegas
King
George succeeded his father on the today from his farm. Maple Grove,

English throne it was announced which is 36 miles east of here. He
that there would be a great change brought in some fine pictures of his
in the complexion of the court and pioducts that showed what bumper
that inparticular anything like mar- crops are grown in this country by
ital irregularity would be frowned dry farming methods. Mr. Peterson
on much more sternly than daring has only been on his mesa farm a
the late reign. Divorcees were to be year and swears by New Mexico albanished not only from the official ready. He came here from the farmcourt, as indeed they were in King ing district of South Dakota last fall
Edward's time, but they were also to and purchased a tract of land. This
bo excluded from the list of the spring he started farming in earnest
king's private friends, which they His crops have been nothing short
weren't by any means under King of wonderful. He has raised every'
Edward.
thing from sunflowers to cantaloupes.
The reality is something different
This first year, Mr. Peterson has
from what was expected, as Is shown confined himself mainly to garden
by two cases which are causing a truck and products that require culgood deal of discussion now in Lon- tivation, only, raising enough wheat
don society. Under King .Edward and oats for use as feed. Mr. Peterand Queen Alexandra the great crime son has had great success with his
was to permit matters to reach the sugar beets. He put In four rows
proportions of a public scandal. No each 100 rods long and got an enorm
matter how guiltless a separated wife ous crop from this little field. Many
or husband might be, he or she was of the beets, he says, are six poundrigidly excluded from the court circle, ers and all are good sized. He had
and no matter how notorious the a field of Swadley corn from which
marital laxities of a peer or peeress he got ears from 11 to 13V4 Inches
were, they were winked at so long long and a field of Australian white
as there was no appearance In the di- flint corn yielded ears from 8 to 10
vorce court or no judicial separation. inches long. The stocks averaged
This rule was put in force at the about nine feet in height His pumpold court to exclude the Duchess ot kins were about a foot in diameter.
Marlborough, who was forced to a He had success with Hubbard squash.
separation by her husband's conduct,
Beside these products Mr. Peterwhile others much more blamewor son got fine results from his
thy, but more long suffering, were
cucumbers and other prowelcome
Buckingham ducts, and raised about everything
guests at
Palace.
in the way of farm products. Mrs.
The different attitude of the new Peterson has tried her hand at raisregime is shown strikingly by the ing chickens with great success. For
restoration to favor of the Duchess the feed for these fowls they had a
of Marlborough, whom Queen Mary patch of sunflowers. ' The heads of
considers to be a much Injured wo- these averaged about 14 Inches in
man, and the social boycott against diameter and will furnish food for
the Duke of Westminster, engineered the chickens for some time to come.
from the palace. The Duchess of Mr. Peterson likes his farm and New
Marlborough made her reappearance Mexico, and judging from his success
jn C0Urt circles at a recent garden he is right in thinking so.
party at Buckingham palace and the
queen was especially gracious to her.
The Duke of Westminster hasn't been
seen at court ' functions this Season POSTMASTERS TO
and has had to content himself i'lth
eutertaining the .king of Spam, . exFORM ASSOCIATION
other
King Manuel of Portugal ,and
aro
who
t
and
oyalties
so particular.
The reason of the duke's ostracism WILL GATHER IN ALBUQUERQUE
is his devotion to one of the best
OCT. 10; OBJECT
known
English musical comedy
IN POSTAL SERVICE.
This popular beauty is
actresses.
much older than the duke. He is
On October 10 the postmasters of
only 32 and she has been on tne
new state will meet in Albuquerthe
leada
stage since 1892 and has been
to organize the New Mexico Asis
que
She
1901.
since
there
ing figure
of Postmasters.
A beginsociation
married to a well known man, but
in spite of that, the duke has in ning upon this movement was made
stalled her in a house on his estate last summer In Raton. T. O. Blood
at Eaton Park and spends moat of of this city was elected temporary
Antonio Lucero left this afternoon his time there. It is said that the president and W. A. Davis was sefor Santa Fe to attend the demo house is next door to the vicar's and lected for temporary secretary. The
cratic convention. He is a delegate that this reverend gentleman com meeting in Albuquerque has been
called by these men. The object of
from San Miguel county.
plains that he can't sleep because the
actress's piano and gramophone are the association is for the promotion
among the state postMrs. Cleofes Romero, who has been kept going until 4 o'clock in the of
masters In all things for the good of
the guest of Mrs. Secundino Romero morning, night after night,
for the past week, returned to her
The duke was sent home la dis the postal service. All ot the postmasters in the state have been comhome in Santa Fe this afternoon.'
grace from South Africa at the time
sevof the war on account of his conduct municated with during the past
in
are
all
and
eral
months
heartily
"But
as
and
known
Atherton
better
J.
with the notorious Mrs.
C Jones,
asfalo" Jones, went to Santa Fe this was only saved from court martial by favor of the organization ot the
?
,
afternoon and will be in the Ancient the personal intervention - of King sociation. ,
City during the democratic conven- Edward, who gave the young inan an
tion.
exceedingly stiff talk. Mrs. Atherton
afterward threatened a suit for
breach of promise and it cost tie
of
a
will
be
There
special meeting
dollars
the Modern Woodmen of the World duke a good many thousand
Capital Paid in
heart.
wounded
to
her
soothe
Imon Friday night at 7:45 o'clock.
So far the Duchess of Westminster
portant business will he brought behas
taken no action, but she seldom
fore the meeting, after which a large
sees
her husband. It is said that her
initiated
will
be
candidates
class of
there shall be no
Into the mysteries of the order. A family insist that
M
lit..
was
a Miss- - uornwams
divorce. She
large attedahce Is desired.
Mrs.
of
West and is a sister-in-laJ. M. CUNNINGHAM, PrMideot
PRANK SPRINGER. Vlca Preaidant
George Cornwallis West formerly
sister
Her
Churchill.
Lady Randolph
."That distinguished guest made is the Princess of Pless.
com
in
an
yon
Impression
quite
The boycott of the Duke of West
acmunity during his brief visit"
minster Is the more notable on
"Yes." replied Fanner Corntossel, count of his close connection with
"there were moments when he the royal family. The Duchess of
sister-in-lais
seemed nigh as Important as the
Teck, Queen Mary's
chairman of the reception commit his aunt
tee."
"I suppose," says the lady next
door, "that you saw many wonderful
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
places while you were abroad."
"Yes, indeed," replies the returned FOR SALE Furniture
for a four
traveler. "I think the most shivery
room flat Phone Main 130.
ot them all, however, was the
hi Rome. I have the night
LOST Bunch of keys, between
mare about it yet"
Manuelltas and Las Vegas. Finder
"Just one word of advice, son, be
return to 920 Seventh street
fore you go out intot he world."
"Yes, dad."
LOST On Los Alamos road, an aut
"Always be kind to democrats,
Finder please
mobile headlight.
They have their turn once in
Wvfl at Whalen's srarage. and re-r,,,,
t
while."
celve reward.
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baking rowder
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Have the Goods

GEHRING HARDWARE COMPANY

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

October 5th
''There's never

i

I

runs north of FtftyThree"KfPLINGJ

r

THE
Tour of

REX BEACH'S Great

Story
of the Last Frontier

..

A

Play Teeming with the Rued Strength
of the Northland

SOUVENIR SPOONS
GOLD and SILVER FILIGREE
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK

s,

it. i Ai P.,n at the New Amsterdam Theatre
Production.! A Companyjof
New York City. Complete Scenic
.Picked Player.

Prices; S1.50 S1.00 .50
Seats at Murphey's and Schaefer's

J. TAUPERT

ROBERT
-

,

JEWELER and OPTICIAN

-

;

r

RETAIL PRICE- Slb, or More, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2J0M lbs. Each Delivery
2M lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
M Iba. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Lew Than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

TgSja

pu

per 10t lbs.

XOo

2J00O

2So per 1M
Mo per 100
40o per 100
Mo per 100

.......

lbs,
Iba.
Iba.
lbs.

r a go m p a n y

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualitfcs of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
. , famous

National
")

'
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Beat Rubber Collars and Cuffs

.

All Styles. '
ALTMORE

(f-

-

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 t18.4

IS&lN.
IX In.
Back IX In.

SlZCS

1

TO

Front

Distributors

".'JSO.T.St)

oMifr

atf

V-

Surplus j

$50,000.00

--

I

TV

O. T. HOSKINS. Caahlar

AS,Y,EGAS

Interest Paid on Time. Deposits
HOLD ON TO THE

DOLLARS

.
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af first you
A man and his liver have got to
succumb.
J,;
work together.
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dont succeed, don't
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cata-corne-
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1

Headquarters for

$100,000.00

a Law of God or Man

First Transcontinental

from Grapes

Made
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VJc

time

T7?)
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musk-melon-
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brings deliqht
wnenxne uiauuiia
ave h e en made with

Mo-Ew-
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Suits

Satin
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Hall arrived last night from
his home in T rind ad and la in Las
Vegas on business.
The man who does the
Louis C. Ilfeld, assistant district
weighing, the measuring
is la Santa Fe today on
attorney,
the man who knows how
:
a brief business visit
and why the man on
J. W. Moore of La Liendre arrived
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
Plain and Changeable this afternoon and entered the Santa
lost sight of for a moment
to receive treatment.
Messaline
in all FeC.hospital
in prescription filling. Every
Cleveland left this afternoon for
colors'
Santa Fe where he will attend the
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
progressive republican conference.
Belding's Yard-wid- e
standpoint that you may
Harry Hoskins came in from his
take. You may feel safe
home in Cuervo and is visiting at the
Guaranteed
and sure if we fill your
home of his father, D. T. Hoskins.
Ready-to-we- ar
prescription.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton, .Tr.,
in Las Vegas today. They came
were
Hats
in from their ranch near WatijiU last
Come and see the new things night.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kilpatrlck and
whether you wish to
family were In Las Vegas yesterday
Phone Alain 3
L
'i''!.'
and today from their home on the
ouy or Bin.-,.- ,
mesa, shopping and visiting friends.
Henry Southard and Mrs. O. C.
who have been tne guests of
WOOL RATES EXCESSIVE
Mr.
Southard's
brother, W. J. South
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct 3. At the hearard, for several days, left this after
ing on wool, hides, pelta and MoPhone Main 101
noon for Durango, Colo.
hair rates from Arizona to eastern
Mrs. S. P. Colby and F. J. Rose,
markets here yesterday,
Examiner
both
of Wagon Mound, after stopAVard Prouty of the interstate comseveral days on a visit with
off
ping
merce commission heard several witcontinued on their
have
friends,
nesses testify that In their opinion
But it 13 easier to earn money than
California.
tb
journey
It is to get it
the existing rates were too high.
Lee Crites, Arthur Minium, Howard
Slmplns and William O. Wood return
ed yesterday afternoon from Clovis
where they had been attending the
annual firemen's convention.
!
afterJudge E. V. Long left
noon for Santa Fe to attend the democratic convention. He vwas accompanied on his trip by W. G. Haydori,
who Is also a delegate to the convention from San Miguel county.
Dr. J. D. Hess went to Santa Fe
this afternoon to attend the meeting
of the progressive republicans that
Is to be held there tomorrow. He
was accompanied on his trip by H.
G. Coors, who went to the Ancient
City for the same purpose.
and
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Harris
family left this afternoon for New
ark, O., where they will live. Mr.
Harris, who has been a prominent
rear' estate man in Las Vegas for a
number of years, has been appointed
'
la'id agent for the Canadian Pacific
ltillroad with territory ground Al- bfrta, Canada,
E. G. Murphey, the druggist, left
Las Vegas this afternoon for Ros-tfeto attend the meeting of the
ward of pharmacy ot tbe state of
jN'ew Mexico which will be held there
October 6, 7 and 8. A second meeton
ing will be held in Albuquerque
10.
9
and
Oceober
Douglas and Leonard Hoskins made
the trip to Cuervo Sunday in their
father's Ford touring car and return
On the
ed to Las Vegas yesterday.
return trip they found the roads
heavy as the result f rains in that
section and experienced considerable
trouble in getting through. Last time
they made the trip they broke the
road record but this trip broke ev
erythlng but the record.

all leading shades
Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and

OCTOBER

ENGLAND'S COURT MESA FARMER HAS

One-pieceDress- es

The PfescfipliDnisl

TUESDAY,

The Rule of Gold should not replace the Golden
Rule. Yet money is a power. It will rule. And
"
you might as well be apart of the government.
;

f

t

THE SAVING BANK
"

'

'

"

;

''.

should be visited every Monday, so that pay day
does not find you waiting forthe only money due
you in the world.

US .'VEGAS

SAVINGS BANK

crx

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Estray Advertleement
Eitray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
may concern that the following de may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruces, N. M,
O. G. Wofford, Cloudcroft N. M.
One gray horse, 7 or 8
One cow and calf, about
S
years old, 750 lbs. .
years old, 700 lbs., helg"nt,4 feet
Branded
Branded
On left Up
On left ribs
Branded
.
L.J
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
Ear marks
days after last appearance of this ad
One yearling, steer, 300 lbs., 'i feet.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
On left ribs
CATTLE SANITAitY BOARD.
Branded
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
Said animal being unknown to this
KiHu-dumeds claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
Estray Advertleement
Notice la hereby given to whom It days after last appearance of thts admay concern that the following debe sold
scribed estray animal waa taken up by vertisement said estray will
P. J. Martinez, Piedra Lumbre, Blbo, by 'this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
One red mare, 8 years
Albuquerque. N. M.
600
6
5
or feet
old,
lbs.,
lst. pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.
Branded
To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

LJ

n

COLUMN
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
cents per tin each Insertion
Eatlmate six ordinary word
to a
Una. No ad to occupy leas apaca than
Itwo Unea, All advertisement
charged will" b booked at apaca actually
. without rogard to number of
word. Caah In advance preferred.

v

,

To-wi- t:

OpWc'i Number, Mam L

To-wi- t:

SM

Wanted
7ANTED Woman to do housework
u nu some cooking, in email family.
Apply 1103 Eighth street
vV

ANTED Pay or board at start,
loam trade, automobiles, electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying
by actual
work on Jobs. Only few months roil uired and no apprentice drudgery;
200 students last year. Catalogue
Los
free. United Trade School,
Angeles, California.

for Sale
FOR SALE 700 head of sheep,
fa el Gallegos.

Ra--

FOR SALE Soft coal or wood heating stove. Phone Main 130.
FOR SALE 100 good chickens, one
milch cow and calf. John Craig,
1301 N. Eighth Bt
SAI.E Legal Wanks of all
Options. Notary aeala and
is a i The OpUJ office.
U

SALE C cornet

On left hip
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to thin
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 nay concern that, tne following dedays after last appearance of this ad scribed estray animal was taken up by
vertisement, said estray will be sold J. L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board tor the benefit of the
One sorrel roan mare, 15
owner when found.
BATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
years, 650 lbs., 12 hands.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom It
before Oct. "21, 1911, said date being 10
may concern that the following described eBtray animal waa taken up by days after last appearance of this ad
Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
vertisement said estray will be sold
One sorrel mare mule, by this Board for the benefit of the
about 4 years old, about 15 hands owner when found.
'
.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
high.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to tnis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement'
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
Notice la hereby given to whom It
adlast
this
of
after
appearance
days
nay concern that tbe following
vertisement said estray will be sold
estray animal was taken up by
for
this
benefit
Board
of
the
the
by
F. M. Jones, Santa Fe,N. M.
owner when found.
One white yearling filly.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
uranaea
1""
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, "11.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to tbis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
Notice i hereby given to whom It before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
may concern that the following de- day ifter last appearance of this ad
scribed estray animal was taken up by vertisement said estray will be sold
J .L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One bay mare,, one year onei when found.
CATTLE " SANITARY BOARD.
old.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st, pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4, 1911.
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Board, unless claimed, by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 may concern that the following de
estray animal was taken up by
daya after last appearance o.T this ad scribed
M.
vertisement said estray will be sold Romon Somoro, Las Vegas, N.
One dark horse.
by this Board for. the benefit of the
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On Jeft hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11
Ear mark

with

de-- -

rec----

B-fl-

and lnstruc-i.'obook. Cheap. Just what 33W
want. 920 Fifth street

siiiank. Including case

n

For Rent
A rew modern five room
brick cottage. Inquire 90S Third St.

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

FOR RENT

POR RENT Front "bedroom or two
rooms for light 'bouse keeping. 800
National Ave.
POR RENT Cheap for the winter,
the IIoban-Harveplace on the
boulevard. Cutler Bros.
y

Estray Advertraement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
H. Head, White Water, N. M.
One bay" mare, about 2J
years old, 600 lbs., 14 hands.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being onknown to tnis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, "11.
To-wi- t:

Said animal being unknown to this
3oard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10

days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub.

Sept

23,

last

pub.

Oct

4, 191 1.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that tbe following described estray animal was taken up by
F; M. Jones, Santa Fe, N. M.
VALUABLE advice for consumptives.
One roan mare, about 14
Think health, not disease, stop exhands.
perimenting, follow nature; loos
Branded
up, not down, above all resolve "I
On left Bhoulder
"Sun--shinOur little
will get well."
Branded
booklt brightens the ' way.
Ob Jeft hip
Postal addpegaed "Nature's crea
Estray Advertisement
Said
animal belna- unknown to this
Notice
Is
whom
hereby given to
it
tion," Columbus, O, brings It free
unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de- Board,
of charge.
fcefore Oct 14, 1911. said date being 16
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
after last appearance of this addays
J. H. Head, White Water. N. M.
vertisement said estray will be sold
One chestnut horse, 6 yrs. by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
about 700 lbs., about 14 hands.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
LOST New robe near Caldwell Hill
Branded
on the Mora road. Finder leave at
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left shoulder
1st pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
First National Bank and receive re-- Branded
ward.
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the
following deDAUGHTERS OF CONFEDERACY.
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 scribed estray animal was taken
8.
An
excellent
up by
Roanoke, Vt, Oct.
days after last appearance of this ad- Vicente A. Gomes, Roy, N. M.
for
the
has
been
prepared
program
said estray will be sold
One dark red cow, 7
An r aitq inmunr li i mh i i n w mini ti m vertisement,
this Board for the benefit of the years old, about 500 lbs..
who have assembled here for the an- by
owner when found.
Branded
r i
nual state convention of the TJnlted
L
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On right hip
The
of
the
Confederacy.
Daughters
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Branded
F""""l
regular business of the convention 1st. pub.
Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, 11.
I 1
On right ribs
will be taken up tomorrow morning
Branded
p
nd the sessions witl continue until
On right shoulder
L.J
Friday.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On left ribs
EXHIBITION JN B. C.
concern that the following de
may
3.
New Westminster. B. C, Oct
scribed estray animal was taken up
.
Ear mark
The annual exhibition of the Royal C. M. O'Donel, Bell Ranch, N. M. by
j
society
Agricultural and Industrial
Said animal being unknown to tnis
One gelding, 9 years.
most
favorunder
opened here today
Branded
l""""! Board, unless claimed by owner on or
able auspices and with very flattering
before Oct. 14,1911, said date being 10
On left shoulder
I
I
prospects for the most successful fair
days after last apeparance of this adSaid animal being unknown to this
ever held in British Columbia.
vertisement said estray will be sold
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board
for the benefit of the
We should have no difficulty In de before Oct 21,. 1911, said date being 10 owner when found.
a
vermining which is the butt end of days after last appearance of this adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
owner when found.
. "Lame back is one of the most com
nmn forms of muscular rheumatism,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
a few applications of Chamberlain's
But a' crooked politician usually adAlbuquerque, N. M.
Liniment will give relief. For sale
30, last pub. Oct 11, 11. vocates the straight ticket
1st
'
pub.
Sept.
by all druggists.

miscellaneous

To-wl- t:

-

Lest

P
u

T6-wl- t:

D

To-wi- t:

m

J

To-wl-

TC3DAY,

OCTOBER

3, 1911.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County., ss.
THE LOBBY
Frsnlc J. Cheney maks oath that
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNERS
he is feeuior partner of the firm of
,
F. J. Ciicney & Co., doing business
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS- HANDLED
BEST
THE
in tbe City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
On left hip
i of Catarrh that cannot be cured by SOCIETY AND
Said animal being unknown to tnis tbe use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Sworn to before me and subscribed
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
hroti'en- - always
eicome to . the
in my presence, this 6th day of De- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
days after last appearance of this ad- cember, A. D. 1886.
IV
M. Regular
com
O
A.
acheb
A
wiwarn.
Wood,
vertisement said estray will be sold
A. W. GLEASON,
and
munication
first
David
of
chief
aaS
records
by this Board for the benefit of the
ii.nl.
yr vj,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
owner when found
A
third Thursday In eacb
co!lm-uat
taken
is
Cure
interHall's
Catarrh
vntmpun).
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
KVvOi month. Visiting broth,
nally, and acts directly on the blood
Albuquerque, N. M.
mucous surfaces of the system.
and
ers cordially invited. B p O.
XX
j:
second aae
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
Send for testimonials free.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H
rouTi;.
&
Tue4(iar
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, O.
eieu!ng of eaca
Sporledar, Secretary.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
iEitray Advertisement
O. K C na.i
month
visum
Notice hi hereby Riven to whom It
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Broibci are i
invited. (J.
LA8 VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up bv
H. Hunker, tia.'i&d Kuler; D V
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR B- J. S. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
Tuea-second
oonclavo
Condon, Secret!-- )
ylular
One brown mare with colt
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
Ma-at
In
month
each
day
Mayon Jas. C. Dahlman started his
about 15 years, 850 lbs.
career as a cowboy, and is at present sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C D F. O. E. Meeu nr. .nu ihiru ru
Branded
mayor of Omaha, and has 'the follow- Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day e. niBt; ru 'i I'ur.u, t Frw
On left hip
I
Sheriff of Dawes Co. corder.
ing record:
ternal Uroui.riiotju uu.u.
Viaiuna
Branded
mayoi of Chadron,
p 1J Neb., three terms;
On left jaw
two terms; democratic national comBrother cordlai; invrL,-:- i i,, aut-tVEGA8
mayor of LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
Said animal being unknown to tnis mitteeman, eight years;
B. F. McUulre,
reniaeni ; k.. O
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
loard, unless claimed by owner on or Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candiof
WritNebraska.
Ward. Secretary.
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 date for governor
convocation first Monday
and Co., Chicago, he
Madays after last appearance of this ad ing to Foley
In
at
sack
month
taken Foley Kidney
i
v. u
KNIGHT& Or
vertisement satd estray will be sold says: and"I havehave
j N C I ,..
sonic Temple, at 7:10 p.
given me a great
they
tv this Board for the benefit of tbe Pills
804
NO.
fcud
Jwib
lei.ciiii
tourta
m. J. A, RuUodge,
deal of relief so I cheerfully recomowner when found
m O. u. c i?i.
Yours
Thuraaay
tjiv,tiew
them."
mend
truly,
CATTLE SANITARY
Chas. H- - 8porleder,
BOARD.
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
'
building. Vision? memoers rt cor
(Signed)
Albuquerque, N. M.
secretary.
Cross
Red
and
O.
G.
Schaefer
Drug
1st. pun. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911.
dlaliy Invited, w.
Tipton. O. K
Co.
E. P. Macket, F. t.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E
Estray Advertisement
.A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
Fri- I. O. O. F LA8 VEGAS
S. Meets first and third
Notice is hereby given to whom. It Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
LODGE NO,
1. Meets every Monday evening a;
may concern that the following de- Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
days la Masonic Temple. Mr.
scribed estray animal was taken up by Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a
their, hall on Sixth screei. All "tilAgnos M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
number of years my children have
J. S. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
ing brethren cordially invited to (
I
Thomas B. Bowerf, Worthy Patron;
been subject to coughs and colds.
One sorrel horse, 2 years used Foley's Honey and Tar Com
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A,
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell. Secretary.
T. Rogera. V. G.; T. M.
old, 650 lbs.
pound and found that it cured their
Phone Main 3L 721 Fourth street
W. E Crtt.ee. treasurer:
On left shoulder
coughs and colds, so I kept it in the
s""
house all the time.J' Refuse substiC- - V. Hedgcock,
Branded
cemetery trustee
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross EL
NOi
DORADO
LODGE
1,
Said animal being unknown to this
Co.
Drug
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIA8 Meets MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
10
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being
Meet ii lie fores.
f brotherly
Foley's Kidney pills vs. a Hopeless
every Monday eveCase
days after last, appearance of this adlove
at
the
Fraternal
Brotherhood
hall.
Castle
in
ning
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
vertisement, said estray will be soid
hall, on the second ard fourth Frihad a severe case of kidney trouble
Visiting Knights are
tb
Board
this
the
of
for
benefit
by
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
and could not work and my case
Invited.
cordially
owner when found. '
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitChas. E. LiebscbCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
ing
especially welcome
I
nier.
bothered since.
Chancellor and neighbors are
Albuquerque, N. M. I have never been it."
invited.
cordially
O. G. Schaef
Commander. Harry
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911. always recommend
er and Red Cross Drug Co.
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
DKNTISTS4.
Estray Aavertisemert
Take Your Common Colds Seriously
Notice la hereby given to whom It
Common colds, severe and frequent
mav concern that the following deDR. E. L. HAMMOND
the foundation of chronic diseas
scribed estray animal was taken up bv lay
ed conditions of the nose and (throat FRATERNAL BROTH ERHQOD, NO.
DENTI8T
Juan Lucero y Viilanueva. Viilanueva, and may develop into brorfchitis
102 Meets every Monday night at
4. Crockett Building. Has phones
Suite
N. M.
For
pneumonia, and consumption.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
One red mare, 4 to 5 years all coughs and colds in children and
at office aud residence.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
in
take
Honey
grown persons,
Foley's
feet.
old, 350 lbs., 4
o'clock. Visiting members are corand Tar Compound promptly. O. G.
Branded
Schae-feand Red Cross Drug Co.'
dially welcome. E. E. Gearing, presiATTOKNEYts
On left hip
dent; Mr. Emma D. Burks, SecreFoley Kidney Pills
Said animal being unknown to una
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Supply just the ingredients needed to
restore
and
build
tie
up,
&
strengthen
HUNKLR
HUNKER
bi ore Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
natural action of the kidneys and J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Law
at
dare after last appearance of this ad- bladder.
Attorneys
Specially prepared for
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Las
vertisement said estray will be sold
New Mexico
Vegas
backache,
headache,
nervousnpss,
by this Board for the benefit of the
day of the month In the vestry
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
owner when found.
O.rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
G.
and urinary irregularities.
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
MASSAGE
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Cj.
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
M.
N.
Albuqierque,
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
You are not experimenting on your
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER
President; Charles Greenclay, Seo--self when you take Chaemrberlaln's
Masseuse and Midwife
Estray Advertisement.
retary.
cold"
as
for
that
Cough Remedy
pre
Phone
Notice la hereby given to whom tt paration has won its
......Main 30y
(Residence
great reputation
Massage Parlor Phone
may concern that the following de- and extensive sale by its remarkable
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Friday
scribed estray animal was taken up by cures of colds, and can always be de RED MEN Meet in Fraternal BrothIt is equally valuable
upon.
erhood hall the sleep of die fourth and Saturdays.
Jose T. Chaves, Casa Salazar, N. M. pended
for adults and children and may be
Thursday of each month, eighth
2
One gray horse,
years, given to young children with implict
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
400 lbs., 13 hands.
confidence as it contains no harmful
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
Sold
all
drugs.
by
druggists.
Branded
is a great medicine of proven value
On left shoulder
,
Don't trifle with a cold Is good ad- for both acute and chronic kidney
Biliousness is due to a disordered
Branded
, f-- 1 condition
men and women. It and bladder ailments. It is especialvice
Chamber
of
the
stomach.
t 1 lain's Tablets are especially a stom- may forbe prudent
On left hip
vital in case of a child. ly recommended to elderly people for
Said animal being unknown to this ach medicine, Intended especially to There is nothing better than Cham- Its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
;
to cleanse It berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs qualities, and the permanent relief
Board, unless claimed by owner on or act on
O. G.
it, tone and Invigorate it, and colds In children. It is safe and and comfort it gives them.
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 strengthen
to regulate the liver and to banish sure. For sale by all druggists.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
davs after last appearance of this ad biliousness
positively and effectually.
vertisement said estray will be sold For sale by all druggists.
by this Board for the benefit of the
After exposure, and when you feel
owner when found.-- ,
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
It checks and
and Tar Compound.
Albnqnerqne, N. M. relieves. Use no substitute.
The
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 genuine in a yellow package always.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
- :.
Co.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
The best .piaster. A piece of flanmay concern that the following de- nel dampened with Chamerberlaln'S
scribed astray animal waa taken up by Liniment and bound on over the affected parts is superior to a plaster
Alberto Sllva, San Acacia, N. M.
One red horse, about 8 and costs only one tenth as much.
PHONE MAIN 227
i
For sale by all druggists.
feet
years old, 450 lbs., 4
Branded
To avoid being disappointed in love
On left hip
have a falling out before you are
Said animal being unknown to thi tempted to fall In.
Board, unless claimed bv owner on or
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
LOCAL TIME CARD
drys after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tK
WEST BOUND
owner when found.
Arrive
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
No. 1
1:60 P.
M.
N.
i
Albuquerque,
No. 2
A.
CIS
1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
No. 7
6:15 P.
Estray Advertisement
Notice ta hereby given to whom it
may concert that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Luiz PadJlla, Viilanueva, N. M.
One red mare, 9 or 10
years old. 400 lbs., about 5 feet.

RE5TAUHANT AND CAFE
-
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Pure Ice

To-wl- t:

ANT Ads
Are Best

No.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Desiderio Plna, Jaroles, N. M.
One dark gray horse,
about 700 lbs., 60 Inches.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.

Market Finders

:S5 P.

Depart
1:10 P.

No. 1
No.
No. 7
No.

:20 A.
.8:40 P.
7:00 P.
EAST BOUND

Arrive
No. t
No. 4
No. 8

.....I
v.

No. 10

P.

1:10
11:10
1:15
1:45

P. K.

:15
11:10
1:15
S:10

P. M.
P.
A, M,
P. M

M.

P. M
A. M

Depart
No. 2
No. 4
No. &
No. 10

.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonj all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper: anrd would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads.' in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

It

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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CHAPTER nt. Encountering
rty of soldiers In

the darkness. Viyne
taken for a federal officer
b
to keep an appointment,
aooentedS
il
representative, and a younTtoy
korteback
la given in hla charge.

.V
"1ouremaie
r i1uthern

Slri

LJJ?1"
- -

vib

'

rot falls. "
v- -n
n.:TrEJt
Wayne

companion
northern
Becomes aware of
slashes Wayne with
.... t,vcuiytAi lu escape

of ths horses
Oral
to et
of
Korth
My
the
.
orders

ily

re left ?.e

ft rooky orga.
he
Confederate officer
'
thread 1e mazes of
covers & lonely hut,
he dark
huffe mac
girl shoots the brute

CHAP1
nd the

the ww
nd ent
tiff atta
nun ic i.

CHAPTER VTL-T- he
owner of tne tar-o-ne
Jed Bungay, appears and he and "nil
wife give the captain a welcome. Suddenly a party of horsemen are obserwZ
coming down the road.
CHAPTER VUL-T- hey
are led
a
man claiming to be Red Lowrle. by
who
order Mrs. Bungay to give them food,
and her huBb&nd to act as a guide. The
woman discovers the man to be a dls- attacks the Intruder and
SlsedlaImpostor,
a general melee.
CHAPTER IX. The disguised leader
proves to be Major Brennan, a Federal
officer whom the Union girl recognizes.
He orders the arrest of
as a spy.
The girl protests and saysWayne
she will appeal
to General Sheridan..

t

--

V

"j

uiu, answered one ot iuo
troopers named Earl. "As we rode up
the first hill after leaving the house
my horse picked up a stone, and I had
to stop and get It out. I reckon I tell
behind a quarter of a mile or more,
and just as I started I looked back,
and a party of ten or twelve fellows
was Just riding In through them big
gates onto the front lawn. But them
fellows was soldiers for sure; they
rode regular like, and all of them
wore caps. It was so far off I couldn't
tell the color of their elothes, but
them caps made me think they was
Feds."
I chose my course at once. This undoubtedly must have been Brennan's
party.
"Thank you, my man; it would have
been better if you had reported that
to me at once," I said. "However, I
understand the situation much better
now. Sergeant, we will go Into camp
here. Post pickets In both directions,
but put your most careful men on
that hill yonder. Let them report
promptly any signs of fire to the
southeast, or any sound of guns."
We completed all our cooking before dark,, and when the night finally
closed down ebout us it proved to be
an exceedingly black dne, although
the skies were clear. Sleep was an
impossibility for me, aa my mind was
In constant turmoil.
,
Ebers was lying next me upon the
grass, solemnly puffing at his huge

.

'

CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner in
copse, sees files of Confederates
the road at a distance and knows pass
that
Craig has delivered the message.
CHAPTER XI. The
Is brought
before General Sheridancaptive
who refuses to
et him free unless he reveals the aeoret
message.

r

CHAPTER Xn. Captain Wayne Is led
to understand that the
woman he admires
. ts EdithwhoBrennan, wife of the Federal of
finer,
hates him. He is given the
choice of revealing the Lee message or
of being shot as spy.
CHAPTER Xnx-Wa- yne
la rescued
TTOm his
by Jed Bungay. One of
mumprison
a quick report
tne
mrougn
get
jnein
lines to General Lee and Jed starts on
the mission.
CHAPTER XrV.-F1nthe garb of
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrates to the ballroom, where
a social army function Is In progress,
and pretends to be CoL Curran of Ohio.
dlnr

CHAPTER XV.-T- he
disguised scout la
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knowa
the Curran family and Wayne barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
appears on the acene.
CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan recog- been led to
fiizes Wayne. She having
that he had been sent away, learns
of the treachery of Maj. Brennan and
ays she will save him.
CHAPTER XVTI. Mrs. Brennan secures a pass through the Inner lines and
goes part way with Wayne when they
are suddenly confronted by Brennan.
CHAPTER
attempts
to shoot Wayne, but the latter throws his
aemy to the ground senseless.
frFTAPTER XTX. Bidding S3TT
the North adieu. Wayne starts alone oa
a wild dash for liberty. Encountering
z Sutenr.' uniform, lie cempian
bali him to accompany nim.
XVllL-'-Brenna-

n

CHAPTER XX. His companion turns
to be
tV'uigay In disguise. They
Vatou )Ina3 n4 lace towards
Ilear the Spi

nt

ths Confiisrate

tfsq-- a

CHAPTER XXI. Captain
and
the faithful Jed reach theXee camp In
safety and are sent away to accompany
telnforcaments to. General Early.
CHAPTER XXII. Wayne and his regl-aeare sent to save the Confederate
army In the battle of Shenandoah. Here
a solid wall of blue overwhelms them and
tfc regiment la loat.
nt

CHAPTER XXTXI. Wayne la wounded
taken to the field hospital, where he
Ed
by Edith Brennan, who Is kind
gracious.
CHAPTER XXIV. The wounded Confederates have a hard night ride as they
are returned to camp, Wayne among
them,

(Cont&GS x.uu TcT.erday)
I glanced at my little handful ot
'men scarcely knowine what decision
it might be wise to make. Undoubtedly they would fight If occasion
arose, but the odds were terribly
heavy; besides, If Brennan came, and
his party got away that same evening, as was planned for them to do,
then It might not be necessary for us
to strike a blow. I was certainly In
do mood to expose my small command
merely to save the empty house from
destruction.
"Ebers," I said, turning toward the
Sergeant, who sat his horse with expressionless face, "you were with the
guide when he discovered this camp.
How many do you think U contained?
and who were they?"
as two
Tel, dere vos moredere
vos some
Captain, und
horses, but dey vos dressed vot you
calls It? all ober not ner samo."
"Not In uniform?"
"Dot vos. It"
"Have any of the rest of you seen
anything that looked auspicious?" I
asked, glancing around Into the
facet.
-

gom-panie- s,

dif-farn-

"Is It Possible This Is You?" He Cried
Excitedly.
I
held
and
my watch to the glow
pipe,
In its bowl in order to see the time.
It was nearly midnight.
"Those fellows ought to be at It
before this," I said to him, "if they
Intend to accomplish anything tonight."
"I dink so too," he answered slowry.
"I vill see dot der guard is all right,
an den vill get some sleep, for I am
pretty moch'done op already."
He arose ponderously to his feet,
and stretched out his short arms In a
prodigious yawn. As he stood there.
.his pudgy figure outlined against the
'sky, there was borne to our eai the
sound of a furious struggle on hilltop
to the south a shout, blows, a volley
of cursing' then silence. An instant
later we were both running through
the darkness toward the scene of
trouble.
"What is it, Sands?" I questioned
breathlessly, as I came suddenly upon
the little group.
"A fellar on hossback," was the answer. - i'He come up on us like a
streak out o' thet black hollor, an' he'd
a sure got away ef Mason hedn't
clubbed him with his gun. I've got
the cuss safe collared now."
f'Who are you?" I asked sternly,
striving in vain to see something of
"Where
him through the darkness.
were you riding?"
I had scarcely spoken when our
prisoner thrust Sands roughly aside
and took one hasty step toward me.
"My God, Wayne! Is it possible this
Is you?" he cried excitedly.
"Caton?" I exclaimed, as surprised
as himself. "Caton? What is It?
What Is wrong. Are you from the
Minor house? Has it been attacKed?"
"Yes," he aubWered, panting yet
from his exertion and exciteinenL
"We were to start North with the ladies at nine o'clock, but the house
was surrounded as soon .as it became
dark. Those devils supposed It to be
unguarded, and advanced without precautions. We fired and drove them
back. He had repulsed three attacks
when I left at eleven, but three of our
men were already hit."
"You were after aid?"
"I was striving to reach our advance pickets at McMillan. It seemed
the only possible chance, and none of
the men would volunteer to make the
ride. One was killed trying It before
I started. God knows how I hated to
leave them, but It had to be done.
How many have you?"
"Only twenty; but If we could once
get inside- along with your fellows,
we might hold the house until reinforcements came."
"Thank God!' I knew you would!"
ha cried ioyfully. grasping me aga- l;

-

fervently cy the band, "l'ou are not
on to hesitate over the color of a
uniform at such a time as this. Only,
Wayne," and he hesitated an instant,
"it is right I should tell you that Bren
nan Is there, and In command."
"I know it, but those women must
te saved nevertheless," I answered
firmly, my mind settled. "This is no
time for personal quarreling, and
whatever color of cloth we wear those
outlaws are our common enemies, to
be hunted down like wild beats. I
have seen specimens of their flendlBh
cruelty that make my blood run cold
to remember. The very thought of
those who are. sow exposed falling
into such hands Is enough to craze
one; death would be preferable a
thousand times. How many fighting
men have you?"
"Seven fit for duty."
"Will you ride forward, or go back
with us?"
"We must send word" and the gal
lant fellow's voice shook "but God
knows, Wayne, I want to go back. If
we both live I am to marry Cella
Minor."
"I understand," I said gravely.
'Ebers, who is your best rider?"
"It vos dot funny leetle vellow Glen,
Captain."
"Glen, come here."
The trooper, a mere boy, with
freckled face and great honest gray
eyes, but wiry and tough as steel,
pushed his way through the group and
faced me.
"Glen," I said, "your Sergeant tells
me you are the best rider In the troop.
I am going to intrust you with the
most Important duty of all. The lives
of every one of us and of four help
less women depend entirely upon your
riding. You take two horses, kill
both If necessary, but stop, for noth
ing until your duty Is done. You are
to carry a note from me, and another
from this gentleman, who is an officer
In the Federal army, and deliver them
both to the commandant of the first
military post you find. Insist upon
reaching him In person. It makes no
difference which army the post belongs to, for this is a matter of humanity. The Federal outpost at McMillan Is the nearest to us; make for
there. You understand?"
The boy saluted gravely, all mischief gone from his face.
"I do, sir," he Eaid. "But I'd a darn
sight rather stay here and fight."
"You will be back In plenty of time
to take a hand, my lad. Now, men"
and I turned to the dark, expectant
ring about me "this Is no ordinary
duty of your enlistment, and I wish
no one to accompany me tonight who
does not volunteer for the service.
Seven Federal soldiers and four women, three of them Virginians, are attacked at the house we have just left
by a large party of bushwhacking
guerillas, the offscourings of bell.
Every one of you knows what that
means. Will you go with me to their
rescwe?"
No one seemed anxious to be first
to speak. I could see them look aside
uneasily at one another.
"Bungay," I said, "I feel sure you
will go, for your wile is there."
"Marlar?"
"Yes; Miss Minor told me this afternoon, but I had forgotten to mention

monster.

You

have no suggestion to

offer as to how we had better attempt

to get In?"
He shook his head despondingly.
"What station does Brennan defend?" I asked.
."The front of the house; the main
point of attack has been there."
We could distinguish' the sound of
firing by this time, and its continuous
volume convinced me that Caton's
estimate of the number engaged was
not greatly overdrawn. As we topped
the summit of the hill a great burst
of red fire leaped suddenly high Into
the sky.
"Great God, Waynel we are too
late!" he cried wldly. "Those devils
have fired the house."
With, fiercely throbbing heart I
gazed down at the flames far below In
the black valley.
"No," I said with eager relief. "It is
the stable which is ablaze. See, the
light falls full upon the white side
ot the house. Thank Heaven, we are
not too late."
As I sat my horse there, gazing
down upon that scene of black rapine,
unwilling to venture into its midst
until I could formulate some definite
plan of action, fully a dozen wild
schemes thronged into my brain, only
to be cast aside, one after another, as
thoroughly impracticable.
"We shall have to make a dash for
it, and trust , in God," said Caton,
guessing at my dilemma.
"No," I answered firmly, "there
would be no possibility of success in
such a course. Those fellows are old
hands, and have pickets out See,
Caton, that Is certainly a picket-Ar- e
yonder where the road dips. Every
man of us would be shot down before
we penetrated those guard lines and
attained the house. We have got to
reach their inner line some way
through strategy, and even then must
risk being fired upon by our own people before we get within cover."
Even as I was speaking I evolved a
plan of action desperate it certainly
was, yet nothing better occurred to
me, and time was golden.
"Ebers," I said, "didn't I see an extra jacket strapped back of your sad
dle?"
"It Is no good,", he protested vehemently. "It vos for der rain come."
"All right; hand It over to the Lieu
tenant here. Caton, throw that uni
form coat of yours Into the ditch and
don honest gray for once. Sands,
come here. Take your knife and cut
away every symbol of rank on my
jacket; tear it off, any way you can."
In another moment these necessary
changes had been accomplished.
"Now," I ordered, "pile your sabers
there with mine beside the road; then
bobble your horses, all but the mule;
I shall want him."
"Does we go der rest of der vay on
.

it.".
Tie little

man sprang Into the air
and tame down with a whoop.
"The bloody devils!" he cried
"Ye bet I'll go."
; "Come, Sergeant, speak up; what
do you men say?"
"I like not to fight mlt der Yankees," he admitted candidly, "but der
vomens, py Chiminy, dot vos anoder
ting. I vill go, Captain; mein Gott,
yaw."

"We're with you, sir," spoke voice
after voice gravely around the dark
circle, and then Sands added: "We'll
show them thar Yanks how the Johnny Rebs kin fight, sir."
Ten minutes latar G)n. hearing his
two messages to the Blue and Gray, "That Feller Thar Is Captain Wayne,
o' My or Reg'ment."
was speedingly recklessly through the
black night northward, while my little
squad was moving cautiously back foot?" questioned the Sergeant, anx-- .
over the road we had so lately trav- iously.
ersed.
"Certainly; and I desire you to remember one important thing: let me
CHAPTER XXIX.
do the talking, but if any of you are
asked questions, we are deserters from
A Mission for Beelzebub.
Hill's corps, tired of the war."
As we picked our way slowly for"Mein Gott!" muttered the German,
ward through the gloom I gleaned disconsolately. "I hope it vos not ions
from Caton all he knew regarding the off, Captain; I am no good on foot' in
situation before us. My own knowl- der dark, by Chiminy."
"You had better manage to keep up
edge of the environments of the Minor
house helped me greatly to appreciate tonight, unless you are seeking to
the difficulties to be surmounted. He commit suicide. Now, men, mark nic
bad succeeded In his escape by dodg- carefully! Load your carbines. Are
ing among the negro cabins where the you all ready? Sergeant, see that each
attacking line appeared weakest, but man has his gun properly charged and
expressed the conviction that even capped. You are to carry your arms
this slight gap would be securely as thoroughly concealed as possible;
closed long before we reached there. keep close to me always; obey my or"Have they sufficient men, then, to ders instantly, and to the letter. V.'t
cover thoroughly all four sides?" I are but twenty men pitted agsia.t
'
over two ' hundred, remember, a
asked.
"To the best of my judgment, there when we strike, it must be both qulc'-anhard."
must be fully two hundred and fifty In
I mounted the mule, counted tt;
the gang, and apparently they operate
under strict military discipline. It is dim flgures.in .the darkness, and th:;:
a revelation to me, Wayne, of the gave the order to march. As v.
I t.'...
growing power of these desperate fel- moved slowly down the hill
I knew they were becoming aware that Caton walked upon cno
lows.
numerous and bold, but this surpasses side of me, while Bungay plot1.;:-anything I could Imagine. More, they along upon the other; bat my ;u'r.
are being constantly recruited by new was- - so filled with the excitement ol
arrivals. A party of at least a dozen our adventure and all that .depended
came in while I was hiding behind the upon Its successful culmination,
to realize anything other than
stables. I heard them asking for the
the part I must personally play. uooU
leader."
fortune and audacity alone could com"What did they call him?"
like
or
or
bine to win the game we were noiv ensomething
Laurie,
"Lory,
that. They claimed to be deserters gaged upon.
A tall heavily beared mountaineer
from Lee's army, but two or three of
stood squarely in the middle of ths
them wore our uniforms."
"It's Red Lowrle,". I said gravely, road to the north of the' picket-firmore impressed than ever with the I could make out but little of him as
seriousness of the situation. "I heard the light shone, excepting thut lie
wore a high coonskin cap and bcre e
,

n.

.ii&ye
Yoinr

yer

"Maybe; who did ye want ter see?"
"Wal, they sed as how a feller
named Lowrle wus a runnln' this yere
Jgang, an' if thet's tier way o' It, I
reckon as how It's Lowrle we're after.
Be you Lowrle?"
"Naw."
The answer was so gruff and short
and the fellow hesitated so long In
adding anything to It, I began to think
it was all off.
"Wal," he consented to say at last,
ungraciously, thar'a a blame pile o"
ye kim in lately, an' I calcalate we got
'bout 'nough fer our business, but I
reckon as how Red will use ye some-whaAnyhow you uns kin come
'long with me an' find out but ye'll
disklver him 'bout ther ornerest man
jist now ever ye run up again. He's
plum mad, Red la, fer sartain."
He turned and strode off, without so
much as giving us a backward glance,
and, with a hearty congratulatory kick
to the mule, I and my company followed him. A hundred yards further
iu we passed through the fringe of
trees and emerged Into an open space
from whence we could see plainly the
great white house still illumined by
the flames which continued to consume the stables. Shots were flashing 4ike fireflies out of the darkness
on every side of us, the smell of burning powder scented the air, and I
could distinguish the black forms ot
lying prone on the grass in something resembling a skirmish line.
"Matin a fight o' it, ain't they?" 1
r.sked of our tacHurn guide, as we
piclzed our way carefully among the
'
recumbent forms.
''Damn 'em, yes, a hell o' a fight,"
he admitted bitterly.
from the
Just beyond musket-sho- t
house, and nearly opposite the fronl
entrance, quite a group of men wer6
t'tending beneath the black shadows ol
a grove of trees. In spite of the gleam
frem the fire I could make little ol
them, but as we approached from the
direction of the rear, one of them exclaimed suddenly:
"Who comes thar? What body o'
men is thet?"
"It's 'nother party o deserters, as
wants ter jine us," said the guide
sourly"They's Johnnies from Lee't
army."
"Oh, they dew, dew they? Who's
ther bosa o' this yere crowd?"
I swung down from my seat on the
mule's back, and stood facing him, as
he advanced.
"We ur.s hain't got no boss," I answered, "but they sorter fell in ahind
o'- me 'cause I wus astraddle o' this
muel. Be you named Lowrie?"
"I reckon; I'm Re:l Lowrie," proudly " 'Spect, maybe,- ye've heerd tell
o' me, an' If ye hev, ye know ye've got
ter step damn lively whin I howl.
Whut wus ye in ther army?"
J "Corporal."
The flames of the burning barn
leaped suddenly upward, as if fed by
some fresh Combustion, and flung a
brighter glare over the rough faces
clustered about us. I saw Red Lowrie plainly enough now, as he peered
eagerly forward to scan my face, a
heavy-set- ,
man, with
prominent nose, and thick, matted red
soft
beard. He wore a
army hat, under which his eyes shone
maliciously, and he grasped a long
rifle in one big, hairy hand. As I
gazed at him curiously, some one
hastily pushed a way through the
group at his hack, and the next Instant a tall figure stood at his side. I
recognized the newcomer at a single
glance, and for the moment my heart
fairly choked me it was Craig.
"Lowrie," he said, pointing straight
at me, "thar'g somethin' wrong yere.
That feller thar Is Captain Wayne, o'
my ol' reg'ment"
All that occurred next was but the
Impulse of a second. I stood with
hand resting lightly upon the mule's
neck, his long head drooping sleepily
beside my shoulder. I saw Red Lowrle throw up his gun, all his evil nature written in his face, his cruel eyes
Instantly aflame with anger, and, inspired by the desperation of our case,
I stooped suddenly, and blew with all
my force into that long, pendant ear.
Beelzebub gave vent to one. snort of
mingled rage and terror, and then let
drive, backing into that cluster of
choice rascals like a very thunderbolt
of wrath, cleaving his way by every
lightning blow of those nimble legs,
and tumbling men to right and left
There was a yell of fright, a wild
scramble for safety, a perfect volley
of cursing I saw Red Lowrle go
tumbling backward, a heel planted
fairly in the pit of his stomach, and
the next instant Craig, swearing like
a pirate, was Jammed down on top of
him, a red gash across his forehead.
It was all accomplished so speedily,
that It seemed but a medley of heels,
of wildly cavorting mule, of scram-hlin- c
falling men.
r.
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p"Stop right thar I" he called out
hoarsely, upon hearing us. "Who are
you uns?"
As he challenged, a dozen others
sprang up from about the flame and,
guns In hand, came toward us on a
run.
"We uns are doggoned tired o'
an a glttin nuthln' fer It" I
aid In the slow Southern drawl, "an'
wanter Jlne yer gang, pervldln thar
any show fer it"
"How many are ye?" asked one of
the newcomers, striding forward between us'and the sentry.
"A right smart heap o' a bunch; bin
a pickln' o' 'em up ever since we left
Charlotte," I returned
evasively.
"They be dandles ter fight, an' I
reckon as how ye kin use 'em, can't

e

!
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ot him two years ago he killed a man
in the Slith North Carolina, and took
to the hills. Since then he has developed into quite a leader for suci ' um,
and has proven himself a mt.iUess
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Rtsular dance tomorrow eight at

New Cranberries
it

LOCAL NfityS
best at Rolette's

Always get th
barber sbop.
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Try a dram of Old Taylor, bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
--

Fancy Early Blacks
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The board of trustees of the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane held
lta regular monthly meeting today.

cents per quart

15

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold lta rehearsal tonight at the City
Hall at 8 o'clock. A full attendance

quarts for 25c

2

See the most talked of film of the
year, "Flames and Fortunes," it Is the
famous fire picture mentioned in all
the leading newspapers of the country, when a house in New Rochelle
was burned down expressly for it.
Bridge Theatre tonight only.

at
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

;
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COAL

A
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HO WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal all sizes Steam
QlMmln

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

FR

J

Society

of the

East Side Catholic church will hold
their regular monthly meeting to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs.
Thos. Carvill at 810 Lincoln avenue.
which has everywhere
proven a sensation unparalleled In
the history of drama. Eiler"B "Ten
Rights in a Bor Room," here next
Friday, October 6.
A

play

Important business will be brought
before the lodge and a full attendance
is desired. A light lunch will be served after the meeting.

NATIONAL BANK

1

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

Henry Morgan, son of Mrs. C. R.
Morgan, while Jumping off of an ice
wagon yesterday, fell and was badly
shaken up. However, he was not
badly hurt and will be out again In
several days.

Fancy Cooking

8 lbs. for 25c

:

Fancy Quinces

Las VegasdRoller Mills

For Canning

Phone Main 131
20 lbs for $1.00
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3. IL STEARNS

The Qraaf & May ward Co. Store

GROCfcR.

I

be made easy
by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
.It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our

.

Marx Good
Clothes
you are enough inter
ested in fine clothes to enII

want you to know we are
enough interested to enjoy

say:
We've got tbem to show

4

----

.

PERRY ONION & SON
.

507 Sixth Street

Phone Mam 462

Slarx-Ju- st

GREENBERGER
"ASQUARE DEAL"

life
Las Vegas Light

hut we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish

you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

&

.

Power Co.
"

Colder Weather

.

German Prunes

rieans More
sm

un"fi "

Bedding

-

We have a complete line of Comforts and
Blankets at Prices That Will Suit You

Remember

mfC "0Q0at" guaranteed Cotton Mattresiet are
sold in Las Vegas than any other,

We

are Exclusive Agents

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
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New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

1911.

4,

CURT1SS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtlss, Director

,

.$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:13 Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This state
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

Preserving Plums

Base Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManos,
Isaac Barth, Pres.
s

Las Veas Steam
Laundry

Strong one year old roots

The new

models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner &
in. Just opened up for your inspection. .

MARRIAGE AND THE CHURCH
Out of the controversy over the

driver.

EdulU Superba pink
Officinalis Rubra early
Andre Lauries crimson
'Queen Victoria white
Festiva Maxima large white
All at 50 cents each
,.

The new tall weaves, colors and patterns.

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
, three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

Secy-Mng- r.

Our Garden Calendar Says
"Plant Peonies Now"

Cauliflower, egg plant summer squash, peafi onions, green onions, '
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green, tomatoes, red and
green cllll, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, let- "
tuce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.

too.

(

Hams For SaJe

per pound

"

And

them.

showing

The younger members of the Commercial club are planning to give a
dance in the club roms Friday even
ing of this week. This is the first
baile In which the club people have
participated during the summer, with
the exception of the big function
given for the officers at the recent
encampment of the National Guard
of New Mexico. For this reason the
dance will be all the more enjoyable.

marriage of divorced persons there
has been raised in Boston a question
affecting the whole relationship of
the church to marriage. It was presented at a conference of Congregational ministers by the Rev. Israel
Ainsworth of Trinity church, Revere,
in the statement:
"Nothing can be
found in the Soriptures authorizing
the performance of the marriage
ceremony by ministers of the Gospel,
and such being the case, I do not
see why we should unite peo.jle in
marriage."
The issue of course is not a new
one. Under the law, marriage Is a
civil contract regulated by the state.
It requires no clerical sanction ; nor
could
the sanction of all the
clerics in the world make a marriage
binding if it did not conform to the
requirements of law. For pubty; convenience the law authorizes the pastors of churches as well as certain
civil functionaries
to perform the
marriage ceremony, but the church
has not in itself any right derived
from the Bible or any other source
to interfere in the matter.
The issue is made the more interesting by the further statement of
are
Mr. Ainsworth that "marriages
never made in heaven; couples are
never actually Joined by the hand of
God." That opinion appears to be
abundantly justified by verified facts
of divorce, courts.

at them we

joy looking

and will be an occupant of the cooler
for another term of 20 days. B. C
Klmmel was arrested on a similar
charge and when brought before Jus
tlce D. R. Murray, pleaded guilty and
was released upon paying the costs.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. ' At the Lobby, of course.

Has on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums, Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other trultt.

In Vegetables

and

The most that any one can hope to
get out of life is & sure introduction
to death.

' Can

Apples

M il

and Alfalfa at

"Tiilifii

Last night a few democrats and
several stray "insurgent" republicans
met at Mackel's opera house on the
West side for the purpose of stirring
ud sentiment in favor of the demo
crats. The gathering was addressed
by several of these stray republicans
and a number of "progressive" demo
crats. Dr. J. D. Hess was one of the
speakers. In an eloquent address he
outlined the principles of the insurgency and told of the Ice it is going
to cut in the state. Several "prog
ressives" this afternoon in company
with the democrats, left for Santa Fe
where they will hold a convention
tomorrow.

Housecleaning

and all kinds of Grain Hay

-

commendations could be furnished by
the bell manufacturers from some department In the west. The bell that
the boys are considering buying
weighs 1,000 pounds and costs $260
and they want to be sure of what
they are getting this time before
choosing, as they failed to do last
winter.

Your Fall

Bran

r

Hart Schaffner

a.

An entertainment for everybody;
beneficial to all. It is delightful, wonA letter was received this morning
derful, instructive, moral, because it
from "Rusticus" of Beulah, N. M., re1b the greatest
In
temperance play
the world. Eiler's "Ten Nights in a porting the latest gossip of that
town. He says that they are all reBar Room." Friday, October 6.
joicing over the bumper crops which
Miss Elizabeth Cook, sister of Mrs. are all . stowed by for the winter.
C. McReynolds, will teach school in The letter also said that they will all
the Quaker settlement 13 miles east be at the fair with big exhibits, so
of Las Vegas. It is expected that the watch out for the Beulah corner of
new school house will be completed the exhibit, as it wtyl be a cracker
by about October 9, at which time the jack from ifhat Mr. Rusticus says.
He says that he will be on hand with
school will be opened.
an exhibit of turnips and other garLast night the wind blew down den truck, but owing to the scarcity
some of the decorations that were of potatoes, that vegetable will be
He, says
on the store of Bacharach brothers. missing' from his display.
The wind tore the big shield that was that at the present time the gossip
on top the building from its moorings around Smith's corner Is on the
and sailed it to the middle of the latest in politics and all are awaiting
street. No other damage has been anxiously for November 7 at which
time they will cast their votes for
reported.
the first governor of New Mexico.
See the famous Thanhouser for one
night only "Flames and Fortunes. '
Bridge Street Theatre.

Chop

Shorts

-.

y-

Pedro Chaves, who was released
Last night at a fneeting of the fire
20
several
was
days ago after serving
It
Las
Vegas,
to them this morning at their home department of East
was
for
arrested
days
drunkenness,
bell
a
off
to
decided
purchasing
put
on Eleventh street
for the city hall until sufficient re- again last night on the same charge

the Fraternal Order of Eagles tonight

ESTABLISHED 187

The Home of

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. ; Russell are
proud parents of a baby girl born

There will be a regular meeting of

CORDON

Q&

and"

.

the

The Ladles Altar
-

.thai hall.

non-suppo-

is desired.

I

Geueral Superintendent' J.' M. Kur
F. L. Myer, of this city, passeJ
this afternoon In
through Las Ve-aYesterday afternoon the county Air." Kurn's car on a trip of inspec
commissioners ended a brief session. tion between here and La Junta.
There was not much busines waiting
attention at the regular , October
By the order of Mrs. J. P. Rice,
meetfig aside-- .from the paying of wife of J. P. Rice, who died at the
'
St Anthony's sanitarium yesterday,
bills.?
.
J. C Johnsen & Son today sent tha
A chance of a lifetime. I offer for body of Mr. Rice to his former home
sale my flock of S. C. white Leghorn in Moberley, Mo., where be will be
pullets and cockerells, 2 and 3 buried.
months old. ' Thees chickens are from
Owing to trouble on the coast lines,
Chicago winners and are bred to lay.
See me quick or call up Main 116. F. train No. 10 was four hours late this
afternoon and it was necessary to
E. England.
run a stub between Albuquerque and
La
Junta to handle the local traffic,
and
abandonment
Alleging
mall
and baggage.
'Vlaloa
has
Mrs. Dolorita V.
filed suit in
the district court
William Kennedy, a resident of the
against her husband, Salome A. Vla-loMrs. Vialoa's complaint alleges neighborhood of Roy, has been as
the couple were married in January, signed to treatment In the New Mex
1900, and that in October of the same ico hospital for the Insane. Mr. Ken
year her husband left her. Sines nedy was brought here by Eugene
that time he has refused to live with J. H. Roy, a deputy sheriff of Mora
county.
her or aid In her support
Rot

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

while they last

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
the rams.
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them
'
For further particulars address, j
;

t

red

of

at

-
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J. P. Van

BOUCHER'S

,

!

(The Coffee Man.)

Houten. Co.
.

Shoemeikar.

P

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE
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